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ABSTRACT

In *Gray Zone Legislation and Activities: Evaluating the Orchestration of Convergence within the Gray Zone*, Murphy examines military and intelligence activities within the Gray Zone and what directs their convergence. More specifically, the author analyzes the contemporary view that Title 10 and 50 legislation directs convergence based on legal context. Murphy then introduces classic military theory as a method to conceptualize two unconventional warfare and two counter terrorism case studies in the post-2001 security environment: toppling the Taliban in Afghanistan; the Syria Training and Equipping Program; efforts against the al-Qaeda Senior Leadership; and, the Counter-Lord’s Resistance Army campaign. Each case study demonstrates how convergence and divergence is heavily influenced by public support and political will. Public support—a population’s passion for a political object over time—varies within each case study. Political will—the resolution to accomplish ends in light of risks—also varies within each case study and takes cues from public support. The author concludes by illustrating how legislation had a minimal role in determining convergence or divergence. In the end, classical military theory directs the convergence and divergence of military and intelligence activities rather than legislation.
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**Introduction**

Threats and challenges characteristic of the post-2001 security environment have produced a marked convergence of military and intelligence activities. Belligerents increasingly attack or threaten American interests across the globe through political, economic, information and militant actions short of conventional warfare—an area called the Gray Zone.¹ Military and intelligence professionals’ efforts have converged as they respond to the Gray Zone challenges through two paramilitary activities; unconventional warfare (UW) and counterterrorism (CT). Legislation found in Titles 10 and 50 of U.S. Code has not fundamentally changed in response to the Gray Zone and has sparked concern for the future of a seemingly inevitable convergence trend. Variations in convergence, however, refute the inevitability of the trend and suggest convergence and divergence are the product of military theory.

Irregular belligerents serve as the foundation of this convergence and divergence trend. These belligerents have received considerable attention while they successfully operate within the Gray Zone. The belligerents are either state or non-state actors whose goals involve rejecting or revising political power and governance. They use unprecedented access to technology, through globalization, to further their goals. They collaborate, coordinate, and communicate to perform operations that challenge conventional defense capabilities. This use of the Gray Zone presents a challenge to those who subscribe to the traditional “peace or war” paradigm, which has contributed to irregular belligerents’ recent success. Separatists in the Ukraine, for example, seized key territory in Donbas and brought down a civilian airliner

---

through supposed Russian training and equipment. Destabilizing the Ukraine, a long-time goal of Russia, seems within reach without the latter engaging in overt hostilities. One thousand miles away in Iraq, the Islamic State in the Levant (ISIL) leveraged Sunni grievances with the predominately Shia government through the effective use of propaganda to amass a power base in northern Iraq. Iraqi forces either unwilling or unable to respond to ISIL’s advances southward ceded large swaths of the country’s territory, nearly seizing the airport outside of Baghdad. As a result, the ambiguous character and success of Gray Zone competition have forced U.S. defense professionals to reconsider their approach.

This approach has forced military and intelligence professionals’ efforts to converge to counter Gray Zone belligerents. Of the intelligence community’s four broad activities—collection, analysis, covert action, and counterintelligence—covert action has grown in capability and capacity to meet Gray Zone challenges. Covert action is “[a]n activity to influence political, economic or military conditions abroad where it is intended that the role of the United States Government will not be acknowledged publicly.” All twelve core activities address Gray Zone challenges within the military’s special operations forces (SOF) specified roles and missions, but two have experienced unprecedented growth and attention since 2001: UW and CT. Joint Publication (JP) 3-05, the joint doctrine for special operations, defines UW as “operations and activities

---

6 Mark M Lowenthal, Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy, 2017, 14, 17.
that are conducted to enable a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, disrupt, or overthrow a government or occupying power by operating through or with an underground, auxiliary, and guerrilla force in a denied area." CT is "activities and operations taken to neutralize terrorists and their networks to render them incapable of using unlawful violence to instill fear and coerce governments or societies to achieve their goals." UW and CT missions’ previously overt military characteristics have converged with the intelligence communities’ covert missions as SOF continues to drift away from overt action and deeper into the realm of Gray Zone competition. Convergent episodes have resulted in highly successful Gray Zone activities for USSOCOM forces. Convergence, however, is seemingly on a collision vector with legislation despite recent success.

Convergence in the Gray Zone poses a problem for a legislative framework that seeks to balance accountability to, and the protection of, the American people. Accountability and protection seem to be at odds with one another given the authorities and oversight requirements in Titles 10 and 50. Deriving the proper authorities for a particular activity poses challenges for military and intelligence professionals. Disparate oversight requirements, however, pose the biggest challenge to converging military and intelligence activities. These oversight requirements seem to direct the legal application of either covert or overt activities. As a result, some contend this directive language poses challenges for the seemingly inevitable trend towards convergence. The incompatibility between convergence and legislation has prompted several scholars to suggest a prompt re-write of legislation to avoid risk.

---

9 Joint Publication (JP) 3-05, Special Operations.
to Gray Zone operations. Variations in convergence, however, would cast doubt on the imminent necessity of such a re-write and the source of Gray Zone risk.

Divergent trends suggest another variable might be at play in the direction of military and intelligence activities. Mutually exclusive efforts between covert and overt activities towards the same goal are one such example of divergence. The absence of either covert or overt action within a campaign is a more prominent example. Therefore divergence might result from factors other than legislation. This hypothesis begs the question: What directs the convergence of military and intelligence activities?

This paper uses a comparative case study methodology within a grounded theory approach to answering the thesis question. A modified classical military theory heuristic provides a lens from which to view case studies. In turn, case studies reveal the unique politico-military context, existence of convergence, the origins of convergence, and the success or failure of potential convergence. Key questions to extract data from each case study, and ultimately lead to a grounded theory conclusion, include: What was the political reason for employing the military or intelligence community? Was the military or intelligence community response commensurate with that political reason? Was convergence present? Was it successful? Finally, how much of a role did legislation have in directing convergence or divergence?

11 Wall, “Demystifying the Title 10-Title 50 Debate,” 141; Chesney, “Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate,” 649.
12 Philip Bulawa, “Adapting Grounded Theory in Qualitative Research: Reflections from Personal Experience,” International Research in Education 2, no. 1 (January 16, 2014): 146–48, doi:10.5296/ire.v2i1.4921. Grounded theory is an inductive methodology which constructs a theory based on the analysis of data. The data is collected, examined, and then analyzed to produce a theory. It is the opposite of traditional methodologies which test a hypothesis against available data and makes determines based on the results.
In structure, this paper begins with a theoretical model and then moves to specific case studies before analysis yields recommendations. The author selected the UW and CT case studies for their occurrence within the Gray Zone. Four case studies of UW and CT campaigns—two for each activity—ensure the research sufficiently examines trends over longer periods of time rather than a single event. In effect, the case studies provide background and baseline knowledge to answer the thesis question. Chapter One explores the statutory delineation between Title 10 and Title 50 and how experts interpret its authorities. The chapter continues by examining the authorities vested in both USSOCOM. It then investigates the authorizations inherent in USSOCOM and how they have translated into UW and CT means, ways, ends, and risks.

Chapter Two provides a theoretical model based on military theory to explore the case studies in a more systematic manner. This theory, based on Carl von Clausewitz's trinity, examines the fundamental relationship between the people and their government as well as the relationship between the government and both the military and intelligence community. The first relationship is expressed through public support while the second is political will. The aspects of political will—ends, means, ways, and risks—are also examined to identify the calculus behind decisions which result in convergence or divergence. This model provides a conceptual lens for case study analysis.

Chapter Three examines the first of two UW case studies, the 2001-invasion of Afghanistan, to overthrow the Taliban regime suspected of harboring Al-Qaeda. The invasion consisted of 350 Special Operations Forces (SOF), 110 interagency operatives, 15,000 Afghan irregulars, and

---

13 The classified nature of activities in the Gray Zone makes researching and writing at an unclassified level difficult. A few details may be incorrect or omitted due to some reliance upon press accounts. Overall themes, however, remain thanks to biographies from various principals and deputies within the military and intelligence community.
many land and carrier-based air strikes. After three months, the alliance of anti-Taliban forces had taken the Afghan capital and dismantled the incumbent regime. The campaign marks a true convergence in which niche covert action combined with the capacity of SOF and airpower. The campaign to topple the Taliban, however, was not the last time UW was used to attempt to overthrow an adversary.

Chapter Four looks at another UW case study: Syrian Train and Equip Program in 2014. This program aimed to dislodge ISIL and its affiliates in Syria by vetting and training a proxy force of volunteers. Very few of the initial wave of SOF-trained recruits deployed to the battlefield and even fewer remained after contact with the enemy. After being routed by Al-Qaeda forces, only “four or five” of the SOF-trained recruits were either alive or actively fighting. The program ended following those battlefield setbacks. The program, conducted in a politically sensitive environment, was emblematic of a divergence in covert action and military activities. In the end, the divergent UW program to train and equip forces to rout ISIL was an abject failure.

14 Votel et al., *Unconventional Warfare in the Gray Zone*.
Chapter Five shifts missions and focuses on the first of two CT case studies, the campaign against the Al-Qaeda senior leadership (AQSL). The campaign against AQSL began immediately after the September 11, 2001, attacks and the case study concludes with the 2011 mission to capture or kill Osama Bin Laden.\(^{19}\) The strategy against AQSL has remained relatively constant while the means and ways have changed drastically. These means and ways, in the form of DoD and CIA resources as well as covert action and military activities, initially diverged but then sharply converged as the campaign continued. The convergence derives from AQSL’s transition to a political sanctuary within the Federally Administered Tribal Areas in Pakistan as well as a capacity shortfall. Ultimately, divergent means and ways were unsuccessful while the convergence was highly effective.

Chapter Six explores the second of two CT case studies, the campaign against the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in sub-Saharan Africa, dubbed Operation Observant Compass (OOC). The LRA, headed by warlord Joseph Kony, has been the focus of OOC’s coalition-led manhunt since he was designated “Specially Designated Global Terrorist” by Executive Order in 2008.\(^{20}\) Kony and his hundreds of followers remain at large in the sub-Saharan jungles despite apprehending one of his top generals. OOC is the definition of divergence with only meager SOF means and ways comprising the overall effort.\(^{21}\) Not surprisingly, many question the strategic relevance of OOC and its lack of progress since inception.\(^{22}\)

The concluding chapter synthesizes the findings from each chapter to reinforce the theoretical model. As a result, the chapter concludes that classic military theory directs the convergence and divergence of military and intelligence activities—not legislation. The observations of how public support and political will interact throughout the case studies form the basis for the conclusion. The concluding chapter offers readers recommendations and key takeaways for the target audience of the thesis, action officers within USSOCOM as well as Congressional staffers.
Chapter 2

Background

Policy, leadership, and continuity—collectively, these are the sine qua non of effective covert action...If the people and policies change frequently or precipitately, the impetus is lost and confusion reigns. Skillful operators cannot prevail against it.

Hugh Tovar

Mission convergence between military and intelligence has sparked debates on both legal authorities and oversight. The authorities debate focuses on categorization based on activity or the organization conducting it. Oversight disputes concern the degree of Congress' awareness of covert activities conducted by either the intelligence community or the military. Both issues of authorities and oversight come into focus in light of USSOCOM's legislated roles and responsibilities; more specifically, the ends, means, and ways of UW and CT missions. A final consideration, risk, also presents challenges to UW and CT mission success. In the end, the relationship between legislation and both UW and CT missions reveals symptomatic tensions but does little to explain convergence.

The authorities debate begins with the Constitutional authority of the President and Congress. The President has the power to protect and defend the US from external threats as head of the executive branch and Commander-in-Chief of the military.¹ This authority allows the President to use the military and intelligence community to protect and defend the country.² In the system of checks and balances enshrined in the Constitution by the Founding Fathers, Congress has enumerated

¹ The Prize Cases, 67 635 (1863).
² The Prize Cases, 67 635 (1863).
authorities to regulate the use and resourcing of the military.\textsuperscript{3} Congress’ authorities attach accountability on President’s use of both the military and intelligence community back to the American people.

The legislative foundation for the modern day use of the military and intelligence community is the National Security Act of 1947, which established the National Security Council (NSC), the Department of Defense (DoD), and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) within Title 50 of the U.S. Code.\textsuperscript{4} The 1947 Act was part of a larger effort to demobilize forces at the end of World War II and restructure government to address America’s increased global responsibilities.\textsuperscript{5} The Legislative branch of government, Congress, removed DoD-related roles and responsibilities from Title 50 and placed them within the newly established Title 10 of U.S. Code in 1962.\textsuperscript{6} The President’s principal DoD assistant, the Secretary of Defense, still retained control of Title 50 organizations like the National Security Agency and National Reconnaissance Office that are part of the DoD. Thus, the Secretary of Defense can exercise military and intelligence-related authorities. This seemingly innocuous distinction established a landmark precedent of delineating Title 10 and 50 authorities by direction, control, and funding—not specific capabilities.\textsuperscript{7}

The delineation of authorities has been much more challenging in practice. Former CIA Director, Leon Panetta, sparked a new round of debates as he labeled the famous CT operation to capture or kill Osama bin Laden on May 2, 2011, as a “Title 50 covert operation” in which he had overall command.\textsuperscript{8} Panetta later walked back from his comments.

\textsuperscript{7} Wall, “Demystifying the Title 10-Title 50 Debate.”
when he asserted that the military component commander, then-Vice Admiral William McRaven, had military command during the operation.\textsuperscript{9} These comments are incomprehensible for those who believe Title 50 strictly relates intelligence activities and not by direction, control, and funding. Andru Wall rightly points out that Panetta’s comments are more relevant to oversight than authorities.\textsuperscript{10}

Oversight is responsibility, exercised by Congress, to hold the President’s use of the military and intelligence community accountable to the American people. Guaranteeing civil liberties has been a significant concern of the American people, which has required Congressional oversight.\textsuperscript{11} The biggest perceived threat to civil liberties has been the notion of covert action.\textsuperscript{12} The National Security Act of 1947 first set the groundwork for covert action in the following language: “it shall be the duty of the Agency, under the direction of the National Security Council--... to perform such other functions and duties as the National Security Council may from time to time direct.” President Harry S. Truman made reference to this function when he directed the CIA to conduct covert human intelligence collection against the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{13} Many characterized Congressional oversight of the CIA from 1947 until 1975 as trusting. For example, Senate Armed Service Committee Chairman

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{9} Chesney, “Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate,” 539.
\item \textsuperscript{10} Wall, “Demystifying the Title 10-Title 50 Debate,” 86.
\item \textsuperscript{11} Chesney, “Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate,” 585.
\item \textsuperscript{12} Chesney, “Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate,” 585. Stephen Knott and Christopher Andrew point out that so-called “clandestine activities” have been used by presidents since the founding of the republic. For details see Andrew, \textit{For the President's Eyes Only: Secret Intelligence and the American Presidency from Washington to Bush} (New York: Harper, 1996) and Knott, \textit{Secret and Sanctioned: Covert Operations and the American Presidency} (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).
\item \textsuperscript{13} \textit{National Security Act of 1947}.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Chesney, “Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate,” 544.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
(SASC), Sen. Richard Russell, noted of all the agencies of the government whose activities "had to be taken on faith," it was the CIA. The next SASC Chairman, Sen. Leverett Saltonstall, echoed a similar sentiment when he said: "There are things that my government does that I would rather not know about." Congressional oversight of the CIA, or rather minimal intervention and questioning of covert activities, was in its golden era.

The golden era of trust abruptly changed after plans emerged in the media and Congressional hearings for covert military operations and intelligence activities to assassinate foreign leaders and subvert governments. Congress immediately began to assert more oversight and control over the CIA. In 1974, Congress passed the Hughes-Ryan Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 requiring the President to find each operation was vital to national security and Congress was notified of such activity. Six years later Congress repealed the Amendment to specify that prior notification to either the intelligence committees, the House and Senate leadership, or no Congressional notification at all, must be based on circumstances and ultimately notification had to occur. Civil-liberties concerns peaked after the Iran-Contra scandal, and Congress approved a new set of statutory reporting requirements to provide the military and intelligence community with more specific guidelines and boundaries for covert action. As a result,

---

16 Lowenthal, *Intelligence*.
17 Marshall Erwin, *Covert Action: Legislative Background and Possible Policy Question* (Congressional Research Service, April 10, 2013), 1. The watershed legislation for covert action oversight occurred as a result of a series of hearings headed by a Senator from Idaho, Frank Forrester Church III. The resulting testimony and hearings, collected together into 14 volumes, are known popularly as “the Church Committee.” All 14 volumes are available online at http://www.aarclibrary.org/publib/church/reports/contents.htm.
18 Erwin, *Covert Action: Legislative Background and Possible Policy Question*, 1.
19 Erwin, *Covert Action: Legislative Background and Possible Policy Question*, 2.
20 Erwin, *Covert Action: Legislative Background and Possible Policy Question*, 2.
the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 established the covert action definition above after considerable discussion between the legislative and executive branches.

The Act, however, included an exception for the oversight of covert action for anything considered as “traditional military activities” (TMA). These activities involved unacknowledged operations that were 1) commanded and executed by military personnel and 2) took place in a context in which overt hostilities were ongoing or anticipated. The difference between covert action and TMA is seen in Figure 1 while the process for establishing TMA is provided in Figure 2. These oversight requirements make a key distinction on the US role during either covert action or TMA. Both definitions provide for unacknowledged activities as seen in Figure 1. The US military can conduct unacknowledged activities so long as the overall operation is acknowledged publicly. For example, an unacknowledged military activity within a publicly available Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF) is permissible. The US military can also conduct an unacknowledged activity so long as there is intent to acknowledge US sponsorship later. Therefore, the difference between covert action and TMA lies in the permanence of an unapparent or unacknowledged US role in an activity. DoD forces cannot conduct activities in which the US role is unapparent or unacknowledged indefinitely. Therefore, unacknowledged military activities must either fall under an overt overall operation or intended to be publicly apparent or acknowledged at a later time.

Figure 1 Covert Action vs. TMA. The difference of US role in covert action is highlighted in red while the US role in TMA is highlighted in green.  

Source: House Report to accompany 102nd Congress H.R. 1455

Figure 2: Flowchart to Determine Traditional Military Activities Eligibility. Category separates report language at the top. Eligibility questions and caveats based on interpretations of report language intent.

Source: Author’s Original Work

---

23 Erwin, Covert Action: Legislative Background and Possible Policy Question, 6.
These oversight requirements have become a focal point for Congressional oversight concerns as the CIA’s covert actions, and USSOCOM’s operations have converged. The committee report language for the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010 stated “Clandestine military intelligence-gathering operations, even those legitimately recognized as [Operational Preparation of the Environment] OPE, carry the same diplomatic and national security risks as traditional intelligence-gathering activities. While the purpose of many such operations is to gather intelligence, DOD has shown a propensity to apply the OPE label where the slightest nexus of a theoretical, distant military operation might one day exist.”

The presumed target of Congress’ concern regarding OPE, USSOCOM, was formally established by the Nunn-Cohen Amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act of 1986. The Act outlined USSOCOM’s core activities and provided for a specific special operations funding stream. A number of members of Congress, including William Cohen and Sam Nunn, perceived that the DoD had not given proper attention to addressing the conflicts most likely required of the US military in the future. As a result, USSOCOM conducts "all affairs...relating to special operations activities." Special operations activities include: 1) direct action, 2) strategic reconnaissance, 3) unconventional warfare, 4) foreign internal defense, 5) civil affairs, 6)

---

military information support operations, 7) counterterrorism, 8) humanitarian assistance, 9) theater search and rescue, and 10) such other activities as may be specified by the President or Secretary of Defense.\(^{28}\)

The two activities that have seen recent convergence, UW and CT, are best expressed through a theory of military strategy composed of ends, means, ways, and risks. In this theory, the ends are objectives towards which one strives. The means are instruments to achieve an end, and ways are the courses of action one may take.\(^{29}\) Risk occurs if any combination of ends, means, and ways are out of balance with one another.\(^{30}\) For example, if a course of action is ill-suited to a particular scenario, then the overall strategy is at risk of failure. The ends, means, ways, and risks combine to form the three pillars of the overall strategy. This approach to conceptualizing strategy applies to the tactical, operational, and strategic level of war.\(^{31}\) Both UW and CT largely achieve strategic ends through operational and tactical means and ways.

The first activity, UW, contains ends that require coercion, disruption, or overthrow of a government or occupying power to accomplish the national strategy.\(^{32}\) UW’s means are the indigenous component resistance and USSOCOM assistance, including training and equipping. The ways are the coordinated activities over time of both the indigenous resistance component and USSOCOM forces conducted in a campaign. The ends, means, and ways also occur across a spectrum of phases, domains, and social circumstances.

Policy objectives link the ends of a UW campaign to means and ways. For USSOCOM’s lead UW-component, United States Army Special

\(^{32}\) Joint Publication (JP) 3-05, Special Operations.
Operations Command (USASOC), the UW campaign readily lends itself to a diverse range of policy objectives. Coercion, disruption, or overthrow of a hostile government can undermine its efforts against the US. Undermining a hostile government threatens its very existence and requires much less investment of resources when compared to a conventional approach.

This smaller investment of resources comprises the four components of an indigenous resistance and SOF. The first, underground, is a "cellular organization within the resistance that can conduct operations in areas that are inaccessible to guerrillas." The second, auxiliary, "refers to that portion of the population that provides active clandestine support to the guerrilla force or underground." The third, guerrilla force, consists of irregular and likely indigenous personnel organized in a military organization who conduct military and paramilitary operations. The fourth and final primary component of an indigenous resistance is the public component which represents the overt political movement of the resistance. On US side, USSOCOM resources, trains, and equips forces for UW missions. It is the only organization in the DoD specifically charged with the UW mission. USASOC's strength lays in its application of social movement theory, cultural skills, language proficiency, and mediation skills in addition to traditional military skills proficiency and interoperability. USASOC accomplishes the mission in accordance with tactics that both USASOC and USSOCOM develop.

These tactics—or ways—consist of four resistance activities conducted within the seven phases of the UW campaign. The ways of resistance are subversion, effective governance, and successful guerrilla warfare, all buoyed by information activities. Resistance movements subvert governments or occupying powers by leveraging existing social networks to undermine support.\textsuperscript{37} Subversion messages speak to an instinctual desire to maximize one’s safety, local grievances, and identity politics with the intent to politically mobilize a population to produce strains on the existing government.\textsuperscript{38} Guerrilla warfare, through a strategy of attrition, aims to inflict material, personnel, and morale damage upon the government’s security forces and political will.\textsuperscript{39} Effective resistance governance seeks to deepen local support while also fusing those local factions into broad alliances.\textsuperscript{40} As Bernard Fall advocates, the goal of subversion and resistance is to not out-fight but to out-govern your enemy.\textsuperscript{41} Within its governed spaces, subversive and resistance leaders seek to quickly create a normal and predictable lifestyle to promote the movement’s legitimacy.\textsuperscript{42}


\textsuperscript{39} Field Manual (FM) 3-05.130, \textit{Army Special Operations Forces: Unconventional Warfare}, 4–6.

\textsuperscript{40} Staniland, \textit{Networks of Rebellion}, 13.


\textsuperscript{42} Kilcullen, \textit{Out of the Mountains}, 114.
together by information activities which promote a strategic narrative. The narrative explains the resistance’s motives for its operations which promote further support and legitimacy from the population. In conjunction with the resistance movement, USASOC conducts a seven-phase approach to a UW campaign to pace and identify progress in the campaign. The seven phases of UW identified by USASOC include: 1) prepare the environment, 2) initiate contact with resistance and external sponsors, 3) infiltrate operational area, 4) organize, train, and equip resistance, 5) buildup of resistance organization, 6) employment of UW forces, 7) transition resistance to national control, shift to regular forces, or demobilize. This inherently destabilizing activity stands in stark contrast to the stability CT fosters.

CT is another USSOCOM core activity best understood through the lens of ends, means, and ways. CT ends include eliminating a terrorist organization’s threat to the homeland. The whole of government approach with a heavy reliance upon specially trained SOF is the means through which the nation achieves those ends. CT’s ways are leadership decapitation and methods to isolate the terrorist organization from support mechanisms like the local population, administrative and logistics infrastructure, and safe havens. Much like UW, CT’s ends, means, and ways also occur across a spectrum of phases, domains, and social circumstances.

National policy objectives guide CT's ends which ultimately seek to link means with ways. These objectives pursue the eventual dissipation of the threat posed by the terrorist organization. This dissipation occurs

---

when a terrorist organization is unable or unwilling to conduct attacks against the homeland or other US interests. Audrey Cronin points out that achieving this state of dissipation requires significant time and may a generation. This time requirement levies a significant burden on CT means.

CT efforts require a holistic set of means in addition to time. USSOCOM’s specially trained forces, including special mission units, are the primary means by which to conduct CT for a Joint Force Commander. If USSOCOM is designated the primary CT force, it relies on interagency resources to simultaneously address terrorist organizations diplomatically, informationally, and economically. A relevant population is a final means that has the potential to diminish a terrorist organization’s capabilities by reducing its ability to provide support and sanctuary. This amalgamation of means may interact at the theater-level, globally, or both depending on the nature of the terrorist organization but are ultimately integrated by the National Security Council.

The ways of a CT campaign are also holistic. The ways include an attrition-based strategy aimed at decapitation, information operations, and denial of resources. Operations to capture or kill terrorist leadership, decapitation, leverage a joint-interagency targeting process called F3EAD. F3EAD, which stands for Find, Fix, Finish, Engage, Analyze, and Disseminate, is an operational counterterrorism methodology primarily designed for decapitation but can also help identify and target centers of gravity or key nodes in a terrorist network. Information

---

48 Joint Publication (JP) 3-26, Counterterrorism, V-1.
50 Joint Publication (JP) 3-26, Counterterrorism, V-3.
51 Joint Publication (JP) 3-26, Counterterrorism, xi.
52 Joint Publication (JP) 3-26, Counterterrorism, viii.
53 Joint Publication (JP) 3-26, Counterterrorism, V-3.
operations are those who protect and defend friendly forces, deceive enemy forces, and influence target audiences.\textsuperscript{54} A final way of the CT campaign, denial of resources, specifically targets funding, logistics, and ties to a relevant population.\textsuperscript{55} Severing ties from a population helps deny shelter, a recruiting pool, sources of intelligence, and legitimacy for the terrorist group.\textsuperscript{56} Denying resources through severing ties to a population requires an effective information operation or strategic narrative.\textsuperscript{57} As a result, each one of the ways builds upon and requires the effectiveness of the other. This interconnectedness requires all three ways of the CT campaign to be fully integrated with one another to achieve CT ends successfully. Achieving the ends is not a given since the path to success is laden with numerous risks.

These risks are not limited to CT since they pervade UW missions as well. Political sanctuary is one risk that is accentuated by legislation and ultimately impacts the ends, means, and ways of both UW and CT. Political sanctuaries provide direct or indirect external support to irregular belligerents due to factors that may or may not associate with the Gray Zone activity. Political sanctuaries require a high degree of strategic vision, professionalism, and plausible deniability depending on what states are involved and for what purpose. The deniability aspect, in particular, relies heavily upon the covert action and TMA distinctions in legislation. In the end, the operating environment of irregular belligerents has a significant impact on USSOCOM’s ability to conduct activities in the Gray Zone due to oversight requirements in Title 10 and 50 legislation.
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Political sanctuary is the product of direct or indirect external support to an irregular belligerent. Superpower states to third world countries may provide direct or indirect support. States' motivation for direct support spans the spectrum from a moral conviction to aid irregular belligerents all the way to using the belligerents as proxies in a war against a rival state. Direct support usually involves stated clients of a particular country. Indirect support stems from a diplomatic issue not connected with irregular belligerents but nonetheless stifles a state's ability to engage said belligerents. Irregular belligerents fighting one state but based in another creates sovereignty issues for the state that is being fought. Engaging irregular belligerents on another country's soil—especially one that is allied with a greater power—can result in serious diplomatic tension which creates an indirect political sanctuary for the belligerents. Areas are deemed a political sanctuary, regardless of the manner of assistance, due to the safe haven effect they provide irregular belligerents.

This safe haven effect creates conditions that frustrate policymakers. Some UW and CT means and ways may be either limited or neutralized if policymakers do not want to risk diplomatic catastrophe or all-out war. For example, the initial stages of UW require significant physical access to prepare the environment for follow-on UW phases. The overt appearance of UW forces on the sovereign land of a friendly nation without permission creates serious diplomatic tension. For CT, the first three phases of the F3EAD cycle also require significant physical presence for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). As a result, a rival nation may consider an overt aerial platform hunting terrorists within its borders a potential act of war. In other words, the ends of diplomatic catastrophe or greater conflict do not justify the means of overt UW and CT activities. Therefore, the potential diplomatic consequences limit the effectiveness of UW and CT activities. This limited
effectiveness presents immense risk to everyone from policy makers to SOF.

The absence of political sanctuary, on the other hand, limits the amount of overall risk to the UW or CT strategy. Irregular belligerents operating outside of political sanctuaries lack any protective measures. As a result, policymakers may use a much wider range of options than if a sanctuary existed which enables the employment of overt UW and CT activities without diplomatic repercussions. As a result, UW forces have full access to the operating environment to conduct any activities necessary to facilitate follow-on phases. CT forces’ similar access to the operating environment allows for the employment of the entire F3EAD model with all available resources and methods. In the end, the absence of a political sanctuary grossly simplifies USSOCOM’s activities in the Gray Zone. This simplification reduces the amount of risk to the overall strategy.

Legislation’s requirement for USSOCOM’s overt UW and CT activities, at first glance, seems to accentuate the political risk phenomenon. The legal framework, based on authorities and oversight, appears to prohibit the notion of convergence—USSOCOM’s overt UW and CT means, ways, and ends blending with covert action. For example, covert action and TMA separate the two activities making them mutually exclusive and yet, convergence still exists. The existence of convergence suggests that the disparate oversight mechanisms do not dictate whether to use covert action, TMA, or both. Concluding that legislation is the ultimate arbiter of convergence fails to take into account the core philosophical truths about the character and nature of combat. As a result, the legislative argument does not adequately address the underlying motives for either convergence or divergence. A heuristic to help explain the essence of Gray Zone warfare within a democracy does, however, provide a way to address the primary factors behind convergence or divergence.
Chapter 3

Theoretical Model

Operational failure may also coincide with and quite possibly derive from a deteriorating domestic political environment, national uncertainty, a leadership vacuum, and bureaucratic confusion... If covert action is to have any reasonable chance of succeeding, it must bear a coherent relationship to the main thrust of US foreign policy. Once it transcends the latter’s premises or begins to probe the limits of commitment its outlook is dubious.

Hugh Tovar

There is a wide range of options for evaluating the orchestration of convergence within the Gray Zone. Of the options available, few have captured the nature of warfare as remarkably as Carl von Clausewitz’s treatise On War. He specifically identifies and presents a model to interpret the dynamic tension between the people, their government, and its army. He captures that tension in his trinity, which is the fundamental product of the following three primordial tendencies interacting in war: 1) Passion and enmity, 2) reason, and 3) the play of chance and probability.\(^1\) The relationship between people and their government is the product of passion and enmity. The relationship between the government and its military is reflected through reason and ultimately, policy. The final relationship between the military and people is a product of chance and probability in which “creativity is free to roam.”\(^2\) Clausewitz purports that each aspect of the Trinity must balance with the others for combat to sustain itself.\(^3\) Otherwise, an imbalance produces dysfunction at some juncture of the Trinity: the people,
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government, or army. The interactions within Clausewitz’s trinity, the result of an abstract model, continue to have value despite his focus on major combat operations in the 19th century.

Clausewitz’s trinity has heuristic value but requires some modification to more accurately capture contemporary aspects of limited, irregular wars fought by representative democracies such as the US. Figure 3 below illustrates a few of these differences for the purposes of the discussion of convergence and divergence. These differences can be summarized as follows: 1) the “government” within the US is the National Command Authority consisting of the President and SECDEF; 2) the “army” is considered as both the military and intelligence community; and, 3) Congress becomes an intervening variable that both captures the passion of the people but reflects the influence of reason. Passion—the enthusiasm for the populous to conduct war—is represented by public support in the form of polling or election cycles. Political will—between National Command Authority and the military and intelligence community—is a function of policy and its inherent ends, means, ways, and risks such as a political sanctuary. In the end, these minor modifications to Clausewitz’s theory enable a discussion of how the trinity operates within the increased political sensitivity of the US.
Figure 3: Clausewitz Trinity. Modified to depict the Trinity as it relates to limited war conducted by the US.

Source: Adapted from Carl von Clausewitz’s Trinity

Higher levels of political sensitivity can be evident in the relationship between the American people and both Congress and the National Command Authority. The relationship, which is subject to passion, is ultimately expressed through various conduits such as polling, elections, and activism. Passion is a reflection of the object of the conflict and influences the scope and intensity of the effort a country commits to obtain it. On one hand, vivid experiences can evoke visceral responses over a long time, such as the image of aircraft hitting the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, which can impact public polling numbers and election cycles. On the other hand, a population’s tangential interest may produce more limited and fickle reactions and a much less intense military response. This interaction of the object and
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4 Clausewitz, Howard, and Paret, On War, 80. Clausewitz references the political object as “the original motive for the war.” It is ultimately an expression of passion. This object can range from a humanitarian effort to retribution in response to a terrorist attack within the context of limited wars. In effect, the passion that feeds the value of the object is essential to the remainder of the trinity. The theory crumbles without an appropriate understanding of passion and the value of an object.
time within passion is also known as public support. Both Congress and the National Command Authority are acutely aware of public support since their political careers often depend on it.

Two aspects of Clausewitz’s reason come into play once passion is captured and interpreted as public support. The first—and arguably the most direct—aspect is the relationship between the National Command Authority and the defense community comprised of the military and intelligence community. The second aspect is the relationship between Congress and the same defense community. These two aspects of reason are the driving force behind the political will to embark on a policy choice. The previously mentioned ends, means, and ways, along with potential risks, make up a potentially variable political will. The variability of will is determined by the interaction of the ends in support of strategic interest, means used to accomplish the ends, the ways that capability and capacity combine to support the ends, and the risk associated with the strategy. The output of this interaction, political will, should balance with the degree of public support. For example, weak public support for an issue must reflect an equally weak political will. Risks can also reduce political will due to the costs they potentially impose on strategy. This political will is not, however, the only variable to impact the military.

The role of chance also impacts the military as well as the American people. This final relationship is between the people and both the military and intelligence community. This relationship is the reality in which members of the military and intelligence community must operate. This reality fluctuates based on a countless number of unforeseen variables that may be physical or psychological. The reality gives way to what Clausewitz termed “the fog and friction of war.”5 Chance, in the context of limited wars within a democracy, is expressed
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through the civil-military relationship. Chance military actions have the ability to impact the relationship and ultimately the people’s perceptions. The My Lai Massacre in Vietnam is an example of how a chance military action can negatively impact the people’s perceptions of the military. The relationship may also change based on the level of political dysfunction. For example, the recent Congressional dissatisfaction with Executive actions put at risk funds for the military through sequestration. The opportunity for chance events to occur also increases over time. Both time and the randomness of chance have the potential to imbalance this side of the trinity. This potential is important since balance between the elements of the trinity plays such a crucial role in convergence and divergence.

A balanced trinity gives way to either convergence or divergence based primarily on the interaction of public support and political will. Political will at the national level should be matched with a high level of public support for the trinity to remain balanced. The ends within political will are usually static once identified and set. Political sanctuary risks tend to also remain static and are difficult to eliminate with military or intelligence activities. Therefore, means and ways are the only two items that National Command Authorities can influence within the broader category of political will. As a result, public support plays the essential role in the application of means and ways and their ultimate expression in convergence or divergence.

A high degree of public support requires adjustments to means and ways in order elevate political will. The adjustments to means require that both the military and intelligence community fully participate. The adjustments to ways require a similar modification to produce greater effects commensurate with a higher political will. In

other words, this increase in the output of ways requires a synergistic effect. In theory, both military and intelligence ways should converge ultimately to the produce the synergistic effects. In effect, high public support sustains political will, which relies upon effective means and ways. In the end, these means and ways must converge to produce effects that satisfy higher political will. Ultimately, convergence cannot occur without significant public support.

Divergence, on the other hand, can occur without significant public support. Lower levels of public support, leading to minimal political will, requires a divestment or change of means and ways. The political will to sustain a campaign may be so low that only the military or intelligence community comprises the means. Military and intelligence ways cannot converge in this case. In other cases, both the military and intelligence community comprise the means but their ways are not required to achieve greater effects. As a result, the ways do not combine and they diverge. Both divergence and convergence, where identified and explained, reflect the insight that power public support holds over the political will and the continued relevancy of the Clausewitz’s conceptualization of the trinity in the 21st Century.

The trinity, given its continued relevance and with minor modification, provides a heuristic that guides the analysis of case studies in the post-2001 security environment. These modifications enable a discussion that links public support to political will within a US context. The discussion reveals that political leaders scale means and authorize ways to account for public support. The net effect of scaling means and ways produces either convergence or divergence. As a result, the convergence or divergence results from the public support to obtain a political object. This hypothesis is confirmed in the next chapter, which outlines how the US sought to overthrow the Taliban after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
Chapter 4

Overthrowing the Taliban

The al-Qaeda-led attacks of September 11, 2001 sealed the fate for the Taliban in Afghanistan. Their decision to provide al-Qaeda sanctuary caused President George W. Bush to approve plans, based on extensive authorities, to topple the Taliban regime to bring al-Qaeda to justice. Overthrowing the regime required a UW campaign involving the CIA, USSOCOM, American air power, and indigenous Afghan guerrilla forces. The 2001 invasion represented a convergence of military and intelligence activities enabled by a lack of political sanctuary for the Taliban. In the end, the 2001 UW campaign in Afghanistan was an example of a successful US Gray Zone activity.

Afghanistan was already a country of particular concern to American presidents as it provided haven to al-Qaeda after the twin US Embassy (Kenya and Tanzania) and USS Cole bombings, in 1998 and 2000 respectively.¹ United Nations and US sanctions, as well as diplomatic pressure in the wake of those events, put the Taliban regime on notice. Even so, the regime remained in power and was seemingly immune to outside military intervention so long as al-Qaeda did not further antagonize the US. The Taliban’s apparent immunity from intervention changed following the September 11th, 2001 attacks.²

The attacks on the World Trade Center, Pentagon, and United Flight 93 galvanized the nation. Almost 90% of Americans supported military action to topple the Taliban in Afghanistan, following the attacks.³ The percentage of Americans who thought terrorism was the

---

important problem the US faced skyrocketed from less than 1% before the attacks to 46% after the attacks. Astonishingly, nearly half of Americans polled said they would be willing to let the US government violate civil liberties to prevent terrorism. This overwhelming support set the stage for an aggressive pursuit of options using a large degree of latitude.

The leaders of the Executive branch recognized the domestic support and began working on courses of action. During a National Security Council (NSC) meeting later that evening, President George W. Bush expressed his determination to strike at al-Qaeda regardless of their sanctuary location. In the same meeting, the Director of Central Intelligence, George Tenet, circulated a paramilitary plan to engage al-Qaeda by toppling the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, on the other hand, indicated the inability of his Department to respond quickly in a large-scale conventional manner. The President offered broad guidance insisting he wanted to both punish al-Qaeda in Afghanistan and around the globe during the next day’s NSC meeting.

On 13 September, Director Tenet expanded on his paramilitary plan by stating “we will deploy a CIA paramilitary team inside Afghanistan to work with opposition forces...and prepare the way for the introduction of U.S. Special Forces.” Director Tenet’s staff continued to brief the President that CIA teams could immediately deploy and overthrow the Taliban “within weeks.”
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these deliberations that whatever effort implemented against al-Qaeda also involved the Taliban regime in Afghanistan.

Members of Congress also aggressively pursued options to provide the executive branch with the authorities it required to address the attacks. A day after the attacks, the White House provided Congress with draft legislation which would authorize the President to take military action against those responsible and deter future attacks of terrorism or aggression against the US.\textsuperscript{11} Congressional leaders, exercising their responsibilities, limited the open-ended authority requested by the White House. They narrowed the extent of the authorization to those responsible for the September 11th attacks after two days of floor debates.\textsuperscript{12} On Friday, September 14, the Senate unanimously passed the bill. The House debated the bill into the evening with Rep. John Tierney arguing that the President report on his actions under the authorization every 60 days.\textsuperscript{13} Rep Tierney’s motion was defeated, and the bill was passed into law by a vote of 420-1 later that evening. Rep. Barbara Lee voted against the bill citing vague and broad language which may give the President “a blank check to attack an unspecified country, an unspecified enemy for an unspecified period of time.”\textsuperscript{14} The President ultimately signed the bill authorizing the use of military force “against those nations, organizations, or persons [the President] determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that


\textsuperscript{12} Grimmett, “Authorization For Use Of Military Force in Response to the 9/11 Attacks (PL 107-40).”

\textsuperscript{13} Grimmett, “Authorization For Use Of Military Force in Response to the 9/11 Attacks (PL 107-40).”

occurred on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations...in order to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United States” on 18 September.\textsuperscript{15}

The NSC convened several more times to further refine operational concepts now that Congress had authorized the use of military force. During a 15 September meeting in Camp David, Secretary Rumsfeld and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Richard Myers, briefed three potential responses: 1) retaliatory cruise missile strikes, 2) retaliatory cruise missile and air power strikes, and 3) retaliatory strikes with American boots on the ground.\textsuperscript{16} Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz suggested that special operations forces be part of the ground option due their unique capabilities and their immediate availability, both of which were key to sustaining political support for the war.\textsuperscript{17} The President determined that military ground forces were essential to demonstrating the US’ resolve to bringing al-Qaeda to justice.\textsuperscript{18} The political advantages, however, of empowering indigenous Afghans to retake the “graveyard of empires” took primacy as the NSC refined the strategy.\textsuperscript{19}

Empowering Afghans to retake their country required a unique set of means to achieve the ends. On 17 September, Director Tenet briefed a refined version of his earlier plan to emplace a CIA team in Afghanistan. The team would either establish or reaffirm relationships with indigenous Afghan resistance forces. The CIA had supplied Afghan mujahedeen forces covertly two decades earlier in the struggle against the occupying
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forces of the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{20} On 21 September, Secretary Rumsfeld and GEN Tommy Franks, the Commander of Central Command (CENTCOM), outlined a campaign that partnered Special Forces (SF) teams with the Afghan resistance forces.\textsuperscript{21} The SF teams and Afghan resistance forces would coalesce into a campaign that would levy the full weight of American air power onto Taliban positions.\textsuperscript{22} President Bush approved the plans and set the stage for a joint-interagency UW campaign to overthrow the Taliban regime which would facilitate actions against al-Qaeda.\textsuperscript{23}

The CIA began its work in Afghanistan just two weeks after the September 11th attacks.\textsuperscript{24} The CIA’s Counter Terrorism Chief, Coffer Black, selected Gary Schroen to lead the effort along with seven other CIA officers.\textsuperscript{25} The team, called Northern Alliance Liaison Team (NALT), was selected for their knowledge of the area and preexisting relationships with senior Afghan warlords.\textsuperscript{26} Three other similarly sized and organized teams, codenamed ALPHA, BRAVO, and ECHO, eventually joined and worked under the direction of the Schroen and the NALT.\textsuperscript{27} Schroen was equivalent in rank to a three-star general and was, for a time, the US’ only direct link to the Afghan resistance forces.

The Afghan resistance forces consisted of a loose alliance of ethnicities and tribes in 2001. Ahmad Shah Massoud, who many called “The Lion of the Panjshir,” was a unifying force for the Afghan
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Al-Qaeda suicide attackers, however, killed Massoud two days before the September 11 attacks. With Massoud gone, two main military commanders, Fahim Khan and Rashid Dostum, led the guerrilla forces. Khan was the guerrilla face of the overt political component of the Alliance, led by Dr. Abdullah Abdullah. Khan, Dostum, and Abdullah formed the core military and political arms of the Northern Alliance whose powerbase stretched along and north of the Hindu Kush mountain range. The member states of the United Nations initially viewed Khan and Dr. Abdullah as the political representatives for Afghanistan. That view eventually changed with the introduction of Hamid Karzai who led both the guerrilla forces and overt political arm of his ethnic Pashtun resistance to the Taliban. Karzai represented the Pashtun majority which resided south of the Hindu Kush. In all, these four men (Khan, Dostum, Abdullah, and Karzai) brought together two legitimate political movements to represent the Afghan people, in addition to a combined force of artillery, tanks, and 15,000 fighters to bear against the Taliban regime.

To assist these four Afghan men and their indigenous forces, Secretary Rumsfeld and GEN Franks relied on two elements of the military instrument of power: SF and air power. The SF tasking naturally fell on the 5th Special Forces Group given its focus on the region and its Central Asia expertise. Twelve-man teams from 5th Special Forces Group, called Operational Detachment Alpha (ODA), were paired with
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various Afghan guerrilla forces across the country. A Joint Special Operations Task Force (JSOTF), dubbed Task Force Dagger, was positioned in Uzbekistan to provide staffing functions. In total, 18 different ODAs from 5th Special Forces Group sprinkled across Afghanistan partnered with guerrillas in their bid to retake the country.

Air Force and Navy assets comprised American air power supporting the ODAs. Virtually every major command within the Air Force provided forces to CENTCOM while the Navy sent three aircraft carriers. Nearly 500 US aircraft were positioned in the Middle East just under a week before Operation Enduring Freedom began. Nearly the full spectrum of American aircraft operated out of three Persian Gulf states, Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.

These air power assets, along with SF, the CIA, and Afghan guerillas, were tied together in novel and previously unseen ways. The CIA quickly established reliable relationships with the indigenous Afghan resistance. That resistance swiftly dislodged the formidable Taliban and installed a legitimate interim government with the help of SF’s seven-phase UW campaign and American air power.

The CIA enabled partnerships with the Afghan resistance opened the door for the military campaign. Gary Schroen and his forces fulfilled many of the duties outlined in the first three phases of a UW campaign using the authorities inherent in Title 50 covert action. The NALT sought and assessed internal and external support for potential resistance movements. It set conditions for the introduction of US forces through
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extensive negotiations and agreements. The NALT also conducted joint intelligence preparation of the environment through a robust Global Positioning System mapping effort, which enabled accurate target coordinates to be cataloged and sent to air planners for future air strikes. Finally, CIA teams in Afghanistan established a logistics plan to support the Afghan resistance.

The Afghan resistance primarily utilized successful guerrilla warfare and the promise of effective governance to achieve their ends. Both the Northern Alliance and Hamid Karzai’s forces conducted operations to overthrow the Taliban in various locations and at various times. General offensives led by Dostum and Khan in the north of the country began in early November while Karzai’s forces began advancing in southern Afghanistan a few weeks later. The guerrilla offensives consisted of artillery barrages and air power to soften Taliban positions followed by mounted advances supported by heavy machine gun fire—a tactic emblematic of the Soviet-Afghan War. Dostum liberated the first major city, Mazar-e-Sharif, on 10 November. Khan secured the capital of Kabul four days later. Nearly all major cities north of the Hindu Kush were liberated by November 14th. Three weeks later, on 7 December, Karzai and his forces secured the Taliban’s original base of Kandahar. Karzai was selected to lead the Afghan Interim Authority following the
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liberation of Kandahar.\textsuperscript{51} He immediately began appointing leadership positions, negotiating terms of Taliban surrender, and establishing basic public services.\textsuperscript{52}

SF teams’ integration with the Afghan resistance served as the last four phases of the classic seven-phase UW model. Task Force Dagger developed and synchronized resistance campaign plans.\textsuperscript{53} TF Dagger also integrated disparate resistance groups and increased recruitment with other ethnic minorities as additional ODAs filtered into the country.\textsuperscript{54} ODAs enhanced targeting capabilities, expanded reconnaissance, and surveillance, and synchronized operational effects through both their headquarters and embedded Air Force Special Tactics Combat Controllers.\textsuperscript{55} Embedded Psychological Operations units embarked on a campaign against the Taliban which recorded and broadcasted Karzai’s addresses to the Afghan people.\textsuperscript{56} The 96th Civil Affairs Battalion, under the direction of Task Force Dagger, implemented a robust humanitarian aid and assistance program both on behalf of the US government and other non-government organizations.\textsuperscript{57} The last phase of the UW campaign began its transition from UW to Foreign Internal Defense and Counter-Insurgency operations after liberating the major cities, establishing the Afghan Interim Alliance, and Karzai safely in Kabul as interim leader.

The marriage of air power with SOF ground personnel attached to the Afghan resistance was the decisive factor to the Taliban’s collapse. American air power overwhelmed Taliban forces both in mass and precision. By the fall of Kandahar, over 6,500 strike sorties flew against
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Taliban and al-Qaeda.\textsuperscript{58} Aircraft dropped a total of 17,500 munitions dropped on various personnel, 120 fixed targets, and 400 vehicles and artillery pieces with 75\% accuracy.\textsuperscript{59} In addition to air strikes, 4,800 airlift missions transported 125,000 tons of materiel to the Afghan theater resulting in the resupply of US and Afghan guerrilla forces as well as humanitarian missions for the Afghan people.\textsuperscript{60} Over 1,300 sorties were devoted to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions that enabled not only successful targeting of Taliban and al-Qaeda forces but also provided force protection of and overwatch for Afghan resistance and US ground forces.\textsuperscript{61} Most importantly, American air power synchronized with ground forces in a way not seen before. Nearly 80\% of all targets struck in Afghanistan were the product of dynamic targeting rather than pre-assigned missions.\textsuperscript{62} The mass, accuracy, and utility of air power were the key factor in breaking the previous stalemate between the Northern Alliance and Taliban. 

**Analysis**

The 2001 invasion of Afghanistan demonstrated a convergence of military and intelligence activities that resulted in a highly successful overt UW campaign. The first enabling function of the convergence was a high degree of public support and therefore political willpower to topple the Taliban. As a result, DoD and CIA personnel closely worked together as they performed tasks symbolic of each other’s traditional functions. The Taliban quickly disintegrated as they had no political sanctuary in which to hide. This lack of sanctuary for the Taliban enabled a near-total application of both overt and covert UW means and ways for the US-led
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coalition. As a result, the convergence of military and intelligence activities helped SOF conduct UW within the Gray Zone effectively.

The level of American political will to oust the Taliban regime was unprecedented in recent American history, a reflection, in part, of the US being attacked directly. President Bush’s approval rating, for example, was 89% in October of 2001.\textsuperscript{63} Congress’ approval rating was 84% at the same time.\textsuperscript{64} Overall, 67% of Americans were satisfied with the way things were going in the country despite the unprecedented attacks just one month ago.\textsuperscript{65} This remarkable level of public support translated into political willpower, which permitted the Administration and Congress embark on an unparalleled degree of political collaboration.

Political collaboration translated into DoD and CIA convergence at the operational and tactical levels; both worked as one entity to overthrow the Taliban. Aside from early covert actions to foster relationships with the principal resistance members, the NALT, and various ODAs integrated on the ground to perform a majority of the seven-phased UW model. Both DoD and CIA personnel shared responsibilities to conduct targeting, reconnaissance, and surveillance. The NALT and TF Dagger also worked operational-level details to facilitate and synchronize the Alliance's military and political activities to ensure the resistance was both credible and legitimate to the Afghan people. In effect, the DoD and CIA came together as one while within Afghanistan.

A lack of political sanctuary for the Taliban regime also enabled the convergence. The Taliban’s original state-sponsor, Pakistan, made a conscious decision to part ways with the group’s leaders after the September 11, 2001, attacks. Nearly every country, institution, and nongovernmental organization—to include other terrorist organizations like
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Hezbollah—denounced the attacks.\textsuperscript{66} The United Nations Security Council went further and expressed its willingness to support all necessary steps to respond to the terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{67} President Pervez Musharraf discontinued his country’s support for the Taliban. The US-led coalition then leveraged the full weight of global political support against the Taliban and al-Qaeda. This leverage, afforded by widespread support, enabled unfettered application of UW means and ways. The Taliban regime’s fate was sealed once President Bush made the decision to proceed with the CIA-crafted plan. Few limitations constrained the planning or conduct of the UW campaign. As a result, both covert and overt means and ways combined to achieve their desired ends.

The 2001 invasion of Afghanistan serves as a model for successful UW campaigns. The politico-military context provided a noteworthy political will to attack the Taliban. The ends, toppling the Taliban regime to bring al-Qaeda to justice, enjoyed widespread domestic and international support. This support empowered President Bush to assemble the full range of US instruments of power. The support also enabled military and intelligence activities to converge and be applied in a focused, coherent manner. This convergence and total application of UW resulted in the overthrow of the Taliban regime. The next time the US attempted to conduct a substantial UW campaign, this time in Syria, would not be as successful.


Chapter 5

Syria Training and Equipping Program

Confidences and commitments, like our friendship, are given not just for the moment but the long run.

Prince Bandar bin Sultan Al Saud

The Syria Training and Equipping Program (STEP) was created to combat the rise of Islamic State in the Levant (ISIL) and the direct involvement of Russia in the conflict. It nested within a broader US strategy to combat violent extremism. The US and coalition partners assembled military and intelligence forces to execute this strategy. The Program, however, achieved limited results early on and was retooled to reflect the realities of the situation. In the end, the STEP case study reveals critical observations about divergence, political will, and overt UW activities within a political sanctuary.

Syria’s latest civil war precipitated a series of events which led to the STEP and ultimately divergence. The civil war was part of a broader uprising against governments in predominately Muslim countries known as the Arab Spring which began in late-2010 and early-2011. The Syrian portion of the revolution began when forces loyal to President Bashar al-Assad assaulted young boys writing anti-regime graffiti in the town of Dara’a.1 Protests against Assad’s ethnic minority government turned violent, and the country plunged into chaos as both the regime and protesting militants clashed in cities across central and northern Syria.2 Extremist groups began to rise and expand just as ungoverned space within Syria grew. Loyalists to Abu Musab al-Zarqawi—a recently killed leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq who was counseled by Bin Laden for being too
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extreme—who were hiding after the 2009 Sunni "Awakening" now had ungoverned spaces to exploit. These loyalists, now under the leadership of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, formed the splinter group ISIL and took swaths of territory in the north and eastern portions of Syria as well as western Iraq.

ISIL shocked many by taking more territory quicker than any other terrorist group before them. As a result, ISIL seriously challenged Middle East stability prompting a US response. The response to ISIL in Iraq was diplomatically straightforward. Prime Minister Nouri Maliki requested American air power to help halt ISIL advances. The response to ISIL in Syria, however, has been much less forthright. Syria, a long-time ally of Russia, came under international condemnation for using chemical weapons in its fight against rebels. The condemnation grew to a US threat of overt air strikes on chemical weapons facilities. US intervention to counter ISIL in Syria has naturally faced a diplomatic challenge.

The intervention to counter ISIL also faced domestic challenges as well. A CNN poll in September of 2014 revealed 54% of Americans opposed providing weapons and military training to rebels in Syria to fight ISIL. Nearly 80% of Americans, on the other hand, favored airstrikes
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3 Joby Warrick, *Black Flags: The Rise of ISIS*, First Anchor Books edition (New York: Anchor Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, 2016), 159. The group is known by a number of different acronyms and names, including the Islamic State (IS), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), and Daesh. This chapter uses the official US government designation for the group: ISIL.


against ISIL rather than ground forces. Finally, 61% of Americans felt that taking military action against ISIL was in the national interest. The moderate support for countering ISIL and low support for providing support to rebels in Syria was the first limiting factor for devising and implementing a strategy to counter ISIL.

The STEP was a newer aspect of the continued strategy against violent extremism but also sensitive to broader international relations. The advent of ISIL forced security analysts to broaden their focus beyond simply al-Qaeda. The 2015 National Security Strategy referred to violent extremism and singled out ISIL as one organization within the combative ideology. The strategy against ISIL was similar to al-Qaeda, discussed in Chapter Five, as it too sought to defeat the organization but contained nuances unique to the ISIL. President Barack Obama outlined nine lines of effort within the strategy: 1) Support effective governance in Iraq, 2) Deny ISIL safe havens, 3) Build partner capacity, 4) Enhance intelligence collection on ISIL, 5) Disrupt ISIL finances, 6) Expose ISIL's true nature, 7) Disrupt the flow of foreign fighters, 8) Protect the homeland, and 9) Provide humanitarian support. The STEP directly influenced two (deny haven and build partner capacity) and indirectly affected five (enhance intelligence collection, disrupt finances, expose true nature, disrupt the flow of foreign fighters, and protect the homeland) of the nine lines of effort. The STEP also nested within strategy and policy related to Syria's sponsor, Russia. The policy towards Russia involved deterrence,
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coercion, and an open door to peaceful and constructive collaboration. While the deterrence and coercion strategies were at odds with US involvement in Syria, the STEP’s potential to counter-ISIL provided a possible avenue for constructive collaboration with Russia.

The US marshaled all the domestic and international instruments of power available to counter ISIS and conduct the STEP. As in the UW campaign in the previous chapter, DoD’s primary means for the STEP were Special Forces and air power. Just under 500 Special Forces soldiers, mostly from the 5th Special Forces Group, represent the ground element of the campaign. The air power elements were composed of strike, ISR, and airlift assets. A Combined Joint Interagency Task Force (CJIATF) tied the ground and airpower elements with interagency partners. Media reports suggest interagency contributors such as the CIA provided support to at least the fourth line of effort in the counter-ISIL strategy. The international aspects of the STEP were the coalition air strikes and the guerilla forces, which came from existing opposition groups within Syria. The guerrillas, called the New Syrian Forces, were initially comprised of 180 vetted, trained, and equipped soldiers. The joint and interagency efforts in concert with coalition and indigenous
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contributions offered a promising array of resources to the counter ISIL strategy.

The promise and optimism for the STEP, however, gave way to early setbacks. According to press accounts, a covert training and equipping program under Title 50 authorities began sometime in 2013. The overt STEP under Title 10 authorities began with a funding request from the Obama Administration in late 2014 which established training camps in early 2015. The Program produced limited numbers of recruits considering its ambitious initial goal and experienced significant battlefield losses. As a result, the STEP was canceled shortly after the losses but has recently restarted under new guidelines. The Program continued with the newly adjusted focus and has demonstrated some success on the battlefield.

President Obama agreed to both a covert and an overt train and equip program to support Syrian rebels. Media reports suggested the Obama Administration began a covert Title 50 authorized program to support Syria’s rebels—primarily against the Assad regime—in 2013. The program allegedly included lethal assistance to various rebel groups in Syria. The overt program, on the other hand, began after a United Nations’ ceasefire negotiation between regime and rebel forces failed to take root and ISIL began to spread out of control. Congress also agreed
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to authorize and appropriate funds to enact the STEP in mid-December 2014.\textsuperscript{22} The language provided authorization and appropriation for the following purposes: “1) Defending the Syrian people from attacks by ISIL, and securing territory controlled by the Syrian opposition, 2) Protecting the United States, its friends and allies, and the Syrian people from terrorists in Syria, 3) Promoting the conditions for a negotiated settlement to end the conflict in Syria.”\textsuperscript{23} With the legislation in place, US officials embarked on a nearly $500 million program to deploy forces, build infrastructure, and coordinate with Arab partners, which would lay the groundwork for the STEP.\textsuperscript{24} The CJIATF identified more than 2,000 planned participants, vetted 400 of them, and began training for 90 recruits in early May 2015.\textsuperscript{25}

The winnowing down of recruits continued from the start of training through to their graduation from the STEP. According to press accounts, two months of training produced 54 Syrians who were ready to combat ISIL.\textsuperscript{26} The graduates called themselves the New Syrian Forces (NSF) and subsequently took a two-week break to visit families under Syrian-regime bombardment.\textsuperscript{27} Al-Qaeda affiliate, Jabhat al-Nusra, ambushed NSF members on their way back from leave and took their commander, along with seven other NSF members into custody.\textsuperscript{28} Two days later, on July 31, al-Nusra attacked the NSF headquarters which
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ultimately led the remaining NSF forces to disperse.\textsuperscript{29} Seventy more recruits graduated quickly after the first recruits dispersed.\textsuperscript{30} These additional 70 recruits, also part of NSF, allegedly encountered early trouble during infiltration into Syria from Turkey. The new NSF graduates supposedly handed over a quarter of their issued equipment to al-Nusra intermediaries to guarantee safe passage into the battlefield.\textsuperscript{31} Shortly after, the group disintegrated and its members scattered in a final setback to the Program.

The setbacks prompted Congress and the DoD to re-evaluate the STEP. The Senate Armed Services Committee held a hearing with CENTCOM commander, GEN Lloyd Austin. The hearing publicly revealed the dismal NSF results within Syria. GEN Austin revealed only “four or five” members of NSF remained.\textsuperscript{32} As a result, the DoD abandoned the 2015 approach to the STEP in October of 2015, which sought to build a guerilla force from scratch.\textsuperscript{33} The DoD instituted an “operational pause” and considered altering the program to simply providing equipment and support.\textsuperscript{34} Later in the year, Pentagon Spokesman Maj Roger Cabiness
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said that 145 of the 180 total trainees in the STEP remained active—still far short of the anticipated 2,000 trainees.\textsuperscript{35}

The remaining active NSF reconstituted and transitioned into a new role within the New Syrian Army while the STEP was under review.\textsuperscript{36} In March of 2016, the New Syrian Army forces seized and held a sliver of territory in the Homs province.\textsuperscript{37} The New Syrian Army forces were operating under the banner and likely the support of the Authenticity and Development Front—a collection of ideologically moderate and Western-backed Syrian forces.\textsuperscript{38} Later that month, however, the Authenticity and Development Front expelled the New Syrian Army for unspecified reasons.\textsuperscript{39} Then in May, ISIL attacked and killed some the New Syrian Army forces at their base in Homs.\textsuperscript{40} Two months later, the New Syrian Army conducted an attack against ISIL forces in the town of Bukamal 200 miles to the east of their base in Homs.\textsuperscript{41} The Pentagon-trained force was beaten back by ISIL and suffered heavy losses after planners diverted their air support to interdict ISIL forces in Iraq.\textsuperscript{42}
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August, New Syrian Army spokesman announced a partnership with Turkish special operations forces which easily seized the northern border town of Jarabulus in Operation Euphrates Shield. The partnership continued into late 2016 when Turkish, and New Syrian Army forces advanced on the transport and border town of Al-Bab—an operation conducted independently from CJIATF-Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR). While the US-trained New Syrian Army forces have increased their operational effectiveness, their loyalty to US policy objectives seems to have waned.

As the New Syrian Army drifted from US control, the DoD adjusted the operational concepts behind the STEP. In March of 2016, GEN Austin requested funding to restart the program with an emphasis on supporting forces already on the battlefield through materiel and US military advisors. The new program focused on training a small number of fighters who can act as forward observers for resupply and interdiction efforts. The new facet of the STEP fixated on the Syrian Arab Coalition (SAC) which comprised the minority of the mainly Kurdish Syrian Democratic Forces. Unofficial reports suggest the new STEP focus on the main members of the SAC has had some positive effects. The first class of recruits produced 100 total fighters that the Pentagon
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characterizes as meeting the goals of the new version of STEP. The new commander of CENTCOM, GEN Joseph Votel, expressed satisfaction with the program and looked forward to continuing the revised methods of STEP.

**Analysis**

In the final analysis, the STEP case study represents a divergence of military and intelligence activities and an inability for overt UW activities to successfully navigate the Gray Zone. The first limitation to the overt UW campaign and incentive for a separate covert effort was a limited degree of popular support that limited political will. Not surprisingly, parallel covert and overt training and equipping programs arose. The overt STEP’s lackluster results owe, in part, to the presence of Syria’s sponsor, Russia, which indirectly provided indirect sanctuary for ISIL. This sanctuary impacted STEP recruitment and limited the NSF’s effects on the battlefield. Ultimately, limited popular support and political will, combined with an indirect political sanctuary, gave rise to a divergence that witnessed the overt UW program flounder.

The lack of public support and as a result, political will, limited the response options available. Over half of Americans opposed sending materiel and providing training for rebel forces in Syria. With that limited support, the Administration embarked on a covert program alongside the overt STEP. Officials could commit a level of resources commensurate with the political will. The limited stateside support for the STEP was not the only restriction for the employment of an overt UW campaign.
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Syria's connection to Russia also constrained President Obama's ability to conduct the overt STEP. Syria and Russia have been long-time allies from which Russia benefits greatly by having access to a Mediterranean seaport and having a regional counterbalance to pro-US Arab states.\(^{51}\) As a result, it is difficult to imagine a scenario in which Russia would abandon its only remaining Arab ally. President Obama, on the other hand, saw Russia as vital to advancing US objectives, especially within the region. Obama Administration officials expressed, behind closed doors, a desire to continue nurturing relations with Russia at the time of the Syrian civil war.\(^{52}\) Administration officials viewed the relationship with Russia a key component of advancing a nuclear deal with Iran.\(^{53}\) The Iranian nuclear deal markedly constrained the Syrian civil war response options. The question for the Administration then became, what responses in Syria would agitate a US-Russia relationship?

Any intervention policy that would violate international norms and threaten Russian access to Syria would likely strain further the US-Russia relationship. Overtly arming Syrian rebels who were hostile to the regime would likely result in a breakdown of the US-Russia relationship. Obama officials admitted as much when they backed off calls for Assad to step down.\(^{54}\) President Obama even sought a diplomatic response to his previous declaration that the use of chemical weapons by Assad would induce a US military response.\(^{55}\) Relations with Russia constrained the policy moving forward due to a perceived need not to threaten Russian access to Syria.


\(^{53}\) Rugh, “Obama’s Policy Towards Syria,” 149.


The Obama Administration took a more overt military tone in response to ISIL’s rapidly spreading carnage. The overt military option of the STEP, however, still reflected US-Russia relations despite ISIL’s atrocities. For example, STEP recruits had to swear only to fight ISIL and not the Syrian regime. The requirement for recruits to fight only ISIL—which furthers Russian interests in Syria—severely hampered recruitment numbers. Then Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, Ms. Christine Wormuth, stated that finding recruits who agreed to the requirement to only fight ISIL was a “pretty challenging recruiting mission.” Even recruits who agreed to the requirement expressed dissatisfaction throughout training with not being allowed also to target the regime. The exact number of recruits who turned away once knowing the requirement is not publicly available. Based on NSF interviews and DoD testimony, however, it is not difficult to assume a significant portion of the initial 2,000 participants who entered the vetting process turned away due to the requirement. In the end, the meager 180 total recruits who agreed to the requirement simply could not effect real change against an ISIL force of 31,500. These meager results represented a culmination of public support and political will interacting to produce divergence.

Limited public support combined with high political sanctuary risk to yield a strategy with a limited investment of disparate means and ways. The early phases of the UW campaign consisted of covert UW means and ways reflective of public support against colluding with Syrian rebels. The Administration added overt means and ways to the
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overall strategy once ISIL’s carnage surfaced. Public support for restraint endured, however, despite their collective disapproval of ISIL’s tactics. At the same time, the Russian-backed political sanctuary for ISIL forced overt activities to accommodate the diplomatic challenges. As a result, divergence emerged and so did failure. Divergence was not only limited to UW as the subsequent case studies demonstrate.
Chapter 6

Al-Qaeda Senior Leadership

The efforts against al-Qaeda's senior leadership from 2001 to 2011 reveal an ebb and flow of convergence between military and intelligence activities. Public support to pursue those responsible for the attacks on September 11, 2001, similarly fluctuated as al-Qaeda’s senior leadership (AQSL) moved to limit its exposure to US CT forces. The ends to address al-Qaeda were to deny, disrupt, and defeat the organization. To achieve these ends, the United States leveraged various departments and agencies within the executive branch as well as coalition partners. The ways in which these means came together evolved as the al-Qaeda organization adapted to increasing pressure. This particular blend of ends, means, and ways reveals a fluctuation of convergence and divergence as AQSL adapted. This case study demonstrates the fluctuation by focusing on the 2001 raid to capture Abu Zubaydah through to the 2011 raid for Osama Bin Laden to capture the lengthy and episodic conduct of major CT efforts against AQSL.

The public support for the campaign against AQSL saw significant crests and troughs from 2001 to 2011. A Pew Research Poll in 2001 reveals that 85% of the country supported retaliation against al-Qaeda.\(^1\) Two years later, a Princeton Survey noted that 78% of American still supported the war against terrorism.\(^2\) In 2005, however, approval of the war on terrorism sharply declined to only 39% according to a Wall Street Journal poll.\(^3\) Two years later in 2007, a CNN poll revealed that 52% of Americans felt that the US should not take military action in Pakistan.

even if the US could target a high-ranking al-Qaeda member. A Roper poll revealed that almost 90% of Americans both approved of the Abbottabad raid and believed Bin Laden’s capture justified the violation of sovereignty. The initial public support for US actions against al-Qaeda spiked but quickly dropped as the campaign wore on. It spiked again after the successful conduct of the Bin Laden raid.

Al-Qaeda’s presence in Afghanistan became significantly more limited after the US response in 2001 discussed in Chapter 3. The group’s leaders sought cover in the more extreme terrain of Afghanistan and political sanctuary of Pakistan after losing senior leaders and scores of foot soldiers through the course of the invasion. Most of AQSL escaped into Pakistan through four main routes which passed through either the Hindu Kush mountain range or Baluchistan’s desert. Except for the members of the Management Council, who fled to Iran, virtually all of the members of the committees and the Shura Council arrived in various parts of Pakistan. AQSL members initially settled in various cities such as Karachi, Rawalpindi, and Lahore but emigrated to the largely lawless villages of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA).

The consolidation of AQSL in the harsh Afghan terrain and shadows of Pakistani cities and villages had many effects on the organization’s strategy and coherence.

The 10-year period between 2001 and 2011 produced relatively stable US strategies aimed to confront al-Qaeda and its terrorist tactics. These strategies produced a model consisting of three goals: defending the homeland; denying a haven for al-Qaeda; and the defeat of al-Qaeda itself. Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama both referenced
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homeland defense, sanctuary denial, and al-Qaeda’s destruction in each of their National Security Strategies, National Strategies for Combating Terrorism, and various speeches. The model of defense, denial, and defeat is a mutually supportive element of the strategy. For example, defense of the homeland and defeat of al-Qaeda require the denial of safe havens. Various DoD strategy documents like the Quadrennial Defense Review, National Defense Strategy, and National Military Strategy, were all guided by the "defend, deny, defeat" model as well.

This model served as a short-term solution which creates space for long-term solutions to take root. Presidents Bush and Obama, however, differed on their long-term approaches. President Bush believed democracy, which legitimately addressing grievances through policy discourse could counter al-Qaeda’s ideology. President Obama, on the other hand, set economic prosperity and equal rights as tenets to his long-term strategy against extremist ideology. Nevertheless, a natural tension arose between the short-term "defend, deny, defeat" model and the long-term erosion of al-Qaeda ideology.

The “defend, deny, defeat” model, which stated a number of desired ends, required not only the military and intelligence community but coalition partners as well. Elements of USSOCOM’s CT-relevant forces and American air power’s strike, ISR, and airlift assets once again teamed up to provide the bulk of the military’s weight against AQSL. The intelligence community—more specifically the CIA—was the lead organization for the strategy against al-Qaeda. The Counterterrorism Center (CTC) and relevant Station Chiefs, within the CIA, planned, coordinated, and executed various CT efforts. The National Security Agency (NSA) also provided its signals intelligence (SIGINT) and computer network operations (CNO) expertise to round out the intelligence
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community’s contributions.\textsuperscript{10} A task force was also created, upon Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s suggestion, to fuse the operations and intelligence of counterterrorism efforts in both communities.\textsuperscript{11} The concept began as the Joint Intelligence Task Force but ultimately settled as the Joint Inter-Agency Task Force (JIATF).\textsuperscript{12} Beyond the US government, the strategy also required the help of the indigenous forces and partner nations. Local Northern Alliance warlords provided men and materiel to assist in Tora Bora CT operations.\textsuperscript{13} A team-level detachment of the British Special Boat Service (SBS), similar in size to an SF ODA, joined the same fight as General Ali’s forces.\textsuperscript{14} The Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) also endeavored to capture AQSL members after they fled Afghanistan into Pakistani cities.\textsuperscript{15} The US military and intelligence community, as well as indigenous and partner nations, presented a seemingly formidable alliance of resources.

The robust set of CT means had to evolve their approach as AQSL adapted to enhance its survivability. The campaign against AQSL was a strategy of attrition, which required targeting key leaders and denying their resources. This strategy began with a CIA airstrike against Mohammed Atef, the top military commander for al-Qaeda, and a joint-interagency raid targeting Osama Bin Laden in Tora Bora.\textsuperscript{16} The CIA and Pakistan ISI conducted direct action raids in the cities of Pakistan after
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Bin Laden and his associates escaped from Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{17} Some CT operations were conducted with limited success since AQSL moved from the vulnerable Pakistani cities to the largely lawless regions of the FATA.\textsuperscript{18} The inaccessibility of the FATA forced the CIA and DoD to conduct targeted killings using remotely piloted aircraft (RPA).\textsuperscript{19} Finally, the efforts against AQSL culminated with the joint-interagency direct action mission in Abbottabad to capture or kill Osama Bin Laden in 2011.\textsuperscript{20} The actions and reactions between CT forces and AQSL reveal an ebb and flow of convergence, which began with an unprecedented merger of military and intelligence activities in late 2001.

The CT hunt for Atef and Bin Laden picked up momentum towards the end of the concurrent campaign to overthrow the Taliban. In mid-November, CIA analysts identified potential residences for AQSL members in Kabul and targeted the buildings with an MQ-1 Predator.\textsuperscript{21} Post-strike analysis and exploitation by SOF revealed the strike had killed Mohammed Atef, then the highest-ranking member of al-Qaeda to die.\textsuperscript{22} Intelligence sources believed Bin Laden, on the other hand, was hiding in the Tora Bora mountains near Jalalabad and close to the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan.\textsuperscript{23} The joint interagency and coalition team along with Northern Alliance counterparts infiltrated the mountain range with the intent to seize him.\textsuperscript{24} Team members directed American air power onto cave entrances over 100 square kilometers
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before clearing the complexes in close combat. After just over two weeks of activity, Northern Alliance forces lost their motivation to continue the demanding close combat task and at one point turned their guns on SBS members in protest of a cave-clearing order. This news fueled interagency suspicions that the Northern Alliance allowed Bin Laden and his deputy, Ayman al-Zawahiri to escape. Pakistani forces were unable to seal the border with Afghanistan, and senior US leaders did not deploy conventional forces to do the job for the Pakistanis. In the end, over 200 al-Qaeda foot soldiers died while another 50 surrendered. No members of AQSL, much less Bin Laden or al-Zawahiri, were killed or captured during the weeks-long endeavor in December 2001.

The US government had to adjust its CT approach once AQSL successfully crossed into Pakistan. The CIA, in conjunction with the ISI, embarked on countless raids over the course of two years once Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf agreed to pursue al-Qaeda figures within his country. The first AQSL domino to fall to such raids was Abu Zubaydah whose intelligence trail began with a signals intelligence intercept. Zubaydah was a known facilitator of foreign fighters and ran several training camps in Afghanistan, including the Khaldan training camp which produced several of the September 11, 2001, hijackers. The capture of Zubaydah, it was believed, would facilitate additional information indicating when and where the next attack would occur. The CIA received the intercept and pursued Zubaydah in Lahore and
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Faisalabad for several weeks until his eventual capture in March 2002.\textsuperscript{34} Another member of AQSL, Ramzi bin al-Shibh, was targeted when intelligence officials believed he might be at the center of the September 11, 2001, attacks.\textsuperscript{35} Information gleaned from the interrogation of Zubaydah and the apprehension of another operative, Mohammad Rabbani, led to another CIA and ISI raid which eventually led to al-Shibh’s capture.\textsuperscript{36} Intelligence from successful raids produced more raids as the mastermind of the attacks on September 11, 2001, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, was captured in Rawalpindi in the spring of 2003.\textsuperscript{37} The string of successful raids compelled Saif al-Adel, chief of the AQSL security committee, to comment that the setbacks were making al-Qaeda the “laughingstock of the world.”\textsuperscript{38} In all, Title 50 authorized operations led to the capture of eight AQSL members or their lieutenants in the cities of Pakistan during the two-year span between 2001 and 2003.\textsuperscript{39}

AQSL members entrenched themselves in the FATA following the setbacks in Pakistani cities. This move to the FATA, combined with the diversion of resources in the Iraq War, produced limited CT effectiveness from 2003 to 2005. Two dozen major operations took place in the FATA which netted no AQSL targets.\textsuperscript{40} USSOCOM’s lead CT organization in the fall of 2003, Task Force (TF) 714, gleaned intelligence suggesting AQSL members such as Abu al-Masri may be hiding in the remote Afghan mountains within the Nuristan and Kunar provinces.\textsuperscript{41} TF 714 set out on a long patrol in the remote mountains to net potential AQSL members.
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with little success.\textsuperscript{42} The lack of success on both sides of the Afghanistan-Pakistan border between 2003 and 2005 fostered a resurgence of AQSL and al-Qaeda as a whole.\textsuperscript{43} The lawless regions of the extreme Afghan terrain and Pakistan’s FATA forced CT forces to evolve their approach.

The new approach CT forces used to counter al-Qaeda’s move required RPAs to directly strike AQSL members in the inaccessible FATA region beginning in 2005.\textsuperscript{44} While the exact details of this newer approach to CT remain classified, former CIA Director, General Mike Hayden, acknowledged that the “CIA plays a part [in targeted killing] and that the agency has acknowledged that it has an intelligence interest and operational role in the US government’s use of drones.”\textsuperscript{45} The RPA strikes relied on human intelligence (HUMINT), SIGINT, and imagery intelligence (IMINT) to be effective.\textsuperscript{46} According to press accounts, RPA strikes in the FATA accounted for 33 senior al-Qaeda operatives and seven AQSL members between 2001 and early 2011.\textsuperscript{47} Osama Bin Laden himself expressed concern over the strikes and considered them the most effective method against al-Qaeda due to the overwhelming success of the program.\textsuperscript{48} Gen Hayden remarked that AQSL “was made a shell of its former self” due to the highly successful RPA strikes.\textsuperscript{49} That said, the RPA strikes came at a cost which former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta described as “if used too much, invited the condemnation of the world.”\textsuperscript{50}
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TF 714 forces conducted RPA strikes and direct action missions in Afghanistan at the same time as the CIA in the FATA in Pakistan. The Task Force had integrated RPAs into the F3EAD loop and were successfully engaging targets within Afghanistan. None of those targets, however, senior al-Qaeda leadership targets before the close of 2011.\textsuperscript{51} On the other hand, intelligence indicated Osama Bin Laden would reappear in Tora Bora in 2007.\textsuperscript{52} As a result, TF 714 conducted Operation Valiant Pursuit to kill or capture Bin Laden and other AQSL members.\textsuperscript{53} After an intense “soak” of the area using ISR assets, TF 714 inserted SOF ground maneuver forces to search and clear the areas physically.\textsuperscript{54} In the end, Operation Valiant Pursuit killed or captured no AQSL members.\textsuperscript{55}

At the same time as SOF were hunting targets in Afghanistan, the single most important mission for the CIA from 2008 to 2011 was the killing or capture of Osama Bin Laden.\textsuperscript{56} Interrogation sessions with Khaled Sheikh Mohammed revealed one of Bin Laden’s couriers: Abu Ahmed al-Kuwaiti.\textsuperscript{57} Analysts tracked Kuwaiti to a compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan and observed the three-story building he repeatedly visited for nearly a year.\textsuperscript{58} The analysis revealed a tall man, who did not own the compound but still lived in the nicest suite, would periodically stroll around the yard to seemingly get exercise.\textsuperscript{59} The CIA believed a high-value target lived inside the compound and began looking
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at several options to either engage or raid the residence.\textsuperscript{60} One raid option was to assault the compound with just CIA paramilitary forces and another included SOF personnel.\textsuperscript{61} Once Bin Laden was thought to likely be in the house, Panetta decided to offer support for SOF personnel to raid the compound.\textsuperscript{62} The SOF personnel trained on a full-scale mock-up of the Abbottabad compound provided by the CIA.\textsuperscript{63} President Obama concurred with the recommendation and authorized the mission to occur on the period of darkness between 1 and 2 May 2011.\textsuperscript{64} The President indicated to Director Panetta and Deputy Director Mike Morell that the CIA would lead the operation making the mission ostensibly covert in its authorization as the Pakistani government was not informed.\textsuperscript{65} Despite an incident with the helicopter assault force, the team assaulted the compound, killed Bin Laden in the process while also recovering a trove of electronic documents.\textsuperscript{66} The 10-year manhunt for Osama Bin Laden was over.

**Analysis**

The decade-long effort against AQSL experienced varying degrees of success as military and intelligence activities initially converged, then diverged, and finally re-converged. Domestic public support for the campaign led each instance of convergence or divergence. The campaign witnessed an immediate convergence of military and intelligence activities and virtually no sanctuary in the December 2001 hunt for Bin Laden. DoD and CIA paramilitary activities diverged, however, in the mountains of Afghanistan and the cities of Pakistan which both represented little political sanctuary. Targeted killings emerged as the
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operational concept of choice once AQSL sought refuge in the FATA and
continued the trend of divergence due to a confounding circumstance of
political sanctuary for the CIA. Convergence reappeared during the
Abbottabad raid in which Bin Laden benefited from a degree of sanctuary
due to Pakistani sovereignty. In the end, convergence predictably
fluctuated with the political will, degree of sanctuary, and capabilities,
resulting in a successful CT campaign in the Gray Zone.

The initial phase of the CT efforts against AQSL, the strike on
Mohammed Atef and the actions against Osama Bin Laden, saw nearly
complete convergence as al-Qaeda had minimal sanctuary. Public
support for actions against al-Qaeda was nearly unanimous. Means and
ways combined and worked together in ways previously unseen. The
strike against Mohammed Atef and the follow-on SOF raid to examine the
strike was the first example of convergence against AQSL. The series of
actions to capture or kill Osama Bin Laden in Tora Bora was another
example of convergence. Both DoD and CIA personnel worked together to
conduct a blend of paramilitary operations and direct action missions.
Neither Atef nor Bin Laden, however, had political sanctuary in this
initial salvo of converging operations. The complete convergence, backed
by public support, in conditions of minimal sanctuary saw success
against Atef but not initially against Bin Laden.

The CIA’s campaign against AQSL in the cities of Pakistan began
diverging again in the minimal sanctuary. Not surprisingly, public
support had shifted away from AQSL and onto the 2003-Iraq invasion.
As a result, means and ways began diverging when the CIA facilitated the
intelligence for and joined the Pakistani-led raids against four prominent
members of AQSL. The CIA also participated in the interrogations of the
captured members to glean further intelligence. The covert paramilitary
nature of these raids also enabled the CIA to conduct operations against
AQSL without fear of violating political sanctuary. Musharraf could
continue to support the CIA requests as long as the public viewed the
raids as Pakistani operations. The brief divergence during waning public support but decreased risks of political sanctuary achieved marked success for the CIA.

Divergence continued as AQSL members sought refuge in the FATA and public support continued to decline to its all-time low point. The inaccessibility of the FATA to both Title 10 and Title 50 forces paralyzed the concept to enable Pakistani forces to conduct their raids against AQSL. CIA efforts involving RPAs once again resembled military actions more than intelligence-related covert action. RPA operations operated less in the realm of covert action and more in the realm of warfare—much like the Atef strike. In contrast, the DoD-led long-range patrols of Operation Winter Strike in Afghanistan by CT forces resembled more traditional military activities but failed to achieve the desired effects. The operational success of CIA operations in the FATA was stunning considering the unique sanctuary in which they operated.

The convergence of intelligence with military activities after the period of divergence reached a pinnacle during the 2011 operation to kill or capture Osama Bin Laden in Abbottabad. Nearly the entire country supported actions to bring Bin Laden to justice at the time of the raid. Means and ways reacted accordingly. The development of intelligence before the operation was representative of true covert action and analytical tradecraft within the CIA. The direct action mission against Bin Laden, however, was more representative of combat action synonymous with DoD CT forces. That said, the raid was conducted on Pakistan's sovereign territory and without the knowledge of Pakistani officials. This sanctuary dilemma forced Panetta and the President to authorize the mission under Title 50. The primarily DoD assault force worked extensively with and under cover of the CIA before, during, and after the mission. In this regard, military and intelligence activities had truly converged. The Bin Laden raid was another successful convergent operation in a political sanctuary with high public support.
The efforts against al-Qaeda's senior leadership from 2001 to 2011 reveals key insights into the convergence and divergence of military and intelligence activities due to public support and political will. The ends—deny, disrupt, and the defeat of al-Qaeda—remained the same throughout the campaign. The means and ways to achieve those ends, however, shifted as al-Qaeda sought refuge in the FATA. The CIA and USSOCOM could not have been more far apart during the initial RPA campaign. USSOCOM continued its focus on direct action activities but occasionally expanded its involvement in intelligence. This divergence came to a swift end when USSOCOM capabilities were required to prosecute the raid in Abbottabad successfully. The blend of CT ends, means, and ways experienced fluctuating convergence and success of military and intelligence activities during the campaign against AQSL. This convergence and success stand in stark contrast to another CT campaign in the jungles of sub-Saharan Africa.
Chapter 7

Lord’s Resistance Army

The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) is another CT case study which reveals insights into the trend of convergence different from the previous chapter. The LRA’s association with atrocities led to a regional humanitarian crisis which subsequently pushed Congress into action. As a result, the Obama Administration crafted a strategy to resolve the crisis through, among other things, a decapitation strategy against the LRA’s leader, Joseph Kony. This strategy included mainly DoD SOF and related intelligence organizations alongside the Ugandan military. The DoD SOF and intelligence served to fill gaps in the Ugandan efforts against the LRA, which include ISR, logistics, and professionalism. The ends, means, and ways represented an interesting departure from convergence perhaps related to a limited sanctuary and the absence of vital US interests.

The LRA remained largely of international notoriety until word of their atrocities spread. Kony established the LRA in 1988 as a militant organization to address grievances of his native people, the Acholi. The LRA’s reputation for barbarism garnered the international community’s serious attention in 2004. The LRA continued its atrocities despite political isolation from the international community for several years. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) lending assistance to nearby villages publicized a brutal massacre by the LRA in 2009. The increased public awareness by NGOs and social media activists served as a catalyst for US involvement.

Before the US public and political leaders became interested in the LRA, Joseph Kony was primarily concerned with fighting his ethnic opponents. The LRA was born out of Acholi tribes in northern Uganda who fought the Ugandan government and its supporting southern
tribes. Kony publicly stated that his goal is to overthrow the Uganda government and install a government based on the Ten Commandments. The LRA represented a more extreme version of the Acholi resistance, though over time the local tribes began to distance themselves from the LRA. In a cruel twist, Kony turned his extremism on his Acholi kin and was quickly developed a reputation for murder, rape, mutilations, and employing child soldiers through the course of his raids on other villages. The irreconcilability of Kony’s religious goals and the manner in which he tries to accomplish them has led many analysts to consider the LRA as more of a personality cult than a bona fide insurgency. This personality cult garnered a reputation for brutality remote from the original Acholi grievances that began the violence.

Awareness of the LRA’s misdeeds began in 2001 but grew into outrage in 2005 as the international community took serious notice of the atrocities in Uganda. In 2001, the Department of State (DoS) placed the LRA on its Terrorist Exclusion List. Designating the LRA as a terrorist organization helped stigmatize and economically isolate the organization for its actions. Four years later, the International Criminal Court (ICC) opened an investigation into the LRA and indicted Joseph Kony and four other of his top lieutenants for war crimes and crimes against humanity. As a result, the ICC issued warrants for Kony and his lieutenants in 2005. Due challenging terrain and how the LRA acquired
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resources, primarily through coercion of the local population, the DoS and ICC’s actions failed to produce demonstrable effects upon the terrorist organization of over 2,000 members.\(^9\)

The LRA maintained its significant presence and continued its business for several years despite ongoing peace talks. The Ugandan government and Kony began the peace talks in 2006 mediated by the Southern Sudanese. Kony seemed to use the peace talks, however, as a way to reduce military pressure on his forces.\(^10\) President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda also looked reluctant to commit to peace talks fully.\(^11\) The peace talks ultimately broke down in 2008 when Kony made the impossible demand that the ICC close his case.\(^12\) Shortly after, Museveni ordered Operation Lightning Thunder to capture or kill senior LRA members.\(^13\) Despite an impressive multilateral effort involving Ugandan, Congolese, and Sudanese armies, with the materiel provided by the US, these forces were unable to achieve their objective.\(^14\) The multilateral operation did achieve some successes, primarily in breaking up the LRA into smaller groups that dispersed deeper into the jungle but continued their atrocities.\(^15\)

One particular atrocity in 2009 gained international notoriety. In December, the LRA seized a village in Northeastern Congo and killed at least 321 civilians while abducting 250 others—80 of whom were children.\(^16\) The LRA members tied victims to trees, crushed their skulls
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with axes, and even burned a 3-year old girl to death. The international community was especially incensed when news of the horrific massacre broke in March of 2010. Several NGOs poured money into the area to provide early warning assistance to villages that may be the next targets for LRA attacks. Other NGOs lobbied Congress to take substantive action after word of the full extent of the atrocities in 2009 spread.

The lobbying effort by the NGOs to Congress worked. Members of Congress took to the floor to advocate for legislation to address the LRA-related carnage. There are no known polls to gauge the broader American public's broader support for action against the LRA despite the high interest by Congress. A few months later, Congress unanimously enacted the Lord's Resistance Army Disarmament and Northern Uganda Recovery Act of 2009 in May 2010. The Act sought to “work with regional governments toward a comprehensive and lasting resolution to the conflict.” The Act also required the Obama Administration to submit a strategy to resolve the conflict using humanitarian, security, and development tools at the US’ disposal. The atrocities conducted across sub-Saharan Africa finally caught up with the LRA once tangible legislation made its way through Congress.
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The legislation—and the strategy it required—coupled well with existing ends set forth by the Obama Administration. The 2010 NSS had specifically singled out the protection of human dignity and stability in Africa and advocated for a responsibility to protect those citizens affected. The strategy set forth by the Obama Administration and required by Congress in the 2009 Act nested well within the 2010 NSS. The document, *Strategy to Support the Disarmament of the Lord’s Resistance Army*, described a desired end-state requiring the LRA no longer pose a threat to civilians and regional stability. This end-state outlined six strategic outcomes with one primarily related to the DoD; Joseph Kony and senior commanders are apprehended or removed from the battlefield. The strategy to apprehend or remove Kony described a requirement for “enhanced integrated logistical, operational, and intelligence assistance in support of regional and multilateral partners.” In effect, this strategy leveraged US assistance and support to partner nations to counter the LRA terrorist threat.

The DoD portion of this counter terrorism effort, called Operation Observant Compass, required a vast range of means available to the US and partner nations. The Obama Administration, in concert with the legislation Congress passed, approved the deployment of military personnel and equipment—primarily SOF—in an advisory role in 2011. Both Army and Air Force special operators and their equipment were the mainstays of the military effort. The strategy to counter the LRA also relied upon the DoD elements of the Intelligence Community to analyze
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aerial intelligence.\textsuperscript{30} Finally, the Ugandan military, which is known as the Ugandan People’s Defense Force (UPDF), provided the main military effort within Observant Compass.\textsuperscript{31} The means of DoD SOF and intelligence, combined with the Ugandan military, came together in a variety of ways to accomplish the CT strategy outlined by the Obama Administration.

The primary method of employment for DoD forces was to enable the UPDF to perform their own F3EAD operations against the Kony and LRA. The UPDF lacked aerial ISR capability to find and fix the position of the scattered LRA forces as well as its leadership, including Kony. They also lacked the ability to quickly mobilize and deploy to locations where Kony and his associates may be hiding. Finally, while the UPDF was considered the most capable fighting force in the region, they still suffered from corruption as well as incompetence relative to the task at hand.\textsuperscript{32} As a result, DoD forces stepped in to provide intelligence, logistical support, and advice and assistance to empower the UPDF to find, fix, and finish Kony and the LRA.

The most gaping hole in the UPDF’s mission against the LRA was their ability to find and fix Kony’s position. Air Force assets and various contractors directly assisted UPDF in the find and fix role. This assistance required both manned and unmanned aerial ISR to peer through the region’s dense jungle canopy and correlate Kony’s position with other intelligence gleaned from defectors and adjacent villages.\textsuperscript{33} The aerial assets used in the find and fix mission included an RC-135, U-
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2, RPA, multiple PC-12s, and two Beechcraft King Airs.\textsuperscript{34} The information gleaned from both imagery and signals intelligence was then fused at a UPDF-led operations center to help synchronize both intelligence and operations by ground forces.

Aside from intelligence shortfalls, Ugandan ground forces also had challenges to their mobility and sustainment in the event they fixed Kony’s position. The UPDF also lacked suitable roads and vehicles to travel on them.\textsuperscript{35} The UPDF had only three functional Mi-17 Hip helicopters for aerial transport and assault.\textsuperscript{36} As a result, Air Force special operators provided both fixed and tilt-rotor airlift capabilities. The M-28 turboprop and CV-22 tilt-rotor aircraft provide critical logistics support for both UPDF and US SOF attached to the Observant Compass mission.\textsuperscript{37} Logistics include not only materiel and equipment but also US SOF resupply.

The US SOF deployments consist mainly of Special Forces in an advise and assist role. The UPDF is regarded as one of the more effective fighting forces in the region but still suffers from a number of maladies, including the employment of heavy-handed tactics.\textsuperscript{38} The combination of these UPDF shortcomings had alienated local villagers and failed to produce serious results against the LRA.\textsuperscript{39} These shortcomings have necessitated the deployment of US SOF who can professionalize the UPDF through advising and assisting them. Professionalizing the UPDF can lead to rallying the support of local villagers. Such support can
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translate into valuable intelligence leads, which in turn increases the likelihood of capturing or killing Kony and other LRA leaders.\footnote{Andre Le Sage, “Countering the Lord’s Resistance Army in Central Africa,” Strategic Forum 270 (2011): 10.}

The first 100 military advisors deployed in support of Observant Compass to help the UPDF reverse its fortune in October of 2011.\footnote{Arieff and Ploch, “The Lord’s Resistance Army,” 10.} Advisors provided assistance to the UPDF with basic military skills, military information support operations, and interoperability.\footnote{Rare Access to the Hunt for African Warlord Joseph Kony, 2014, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-30173284.} Basic military skills focused on the range of activities from marksmanship to ethical standards during patrols and raids.\footnote{Rare Access to the Hunt for African Warlord Joseph Kony; “Kony 2013: As the Messianic Warlord Eludes Capture, the U.S. Intensifies Its Efforts to Aid in the Hunt.,” Washington Post, accessed April 17, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/kony-2013-us-quietly-intensifies-effort-to-help-african-troops-capture-infamous-warlord/2013/10/28/74db9720-3cb3-11e3-b6a9-da62c2e4f0e_story.html.} Military information support operations have concentrated on enhancing messages to promote additional defections from the LRA.\footnote{Bishop, “EXCLUSIVE.”} Finally, interoperability training focused on integrating UPDF with helicopter-borne raids, as well as coordinating aerial surveillance with ground operations.\footnote{Rare Access to the Hunt for African Warlord Joseph Kony; Trevithick, “The Hunt for Kony,” 65.} This advice and assistance have markedly improved the UPDF’s ability to conduct an effective F3EAD cycle against Kony on the LRA.

While Kony still eludes capture in the African jungle, his organization has suffered some under the increased pressure from UPDF. The LRA has decreased in size from over 3,000 to approximately 200 through to defections and combat casualties.\footnote{Bishop, “EXCLUSIVE”; “National Counterterrorism Center | Groups.”} The number of usable hideouts for the LRA has also shrunk from 3,000 to approximately 125-
US intelligence personnel believe that Kony suffers from stomach ulcers and likely has AIDS, indicating that he does not have long to live. Ultimately, the number of LRA-related attacks since the US direct involvement began has dropped by 80% from 215 in the first quarter of 2010 to 45 in the first quarter of 2017. Analysts believe the 45 attacks are loosely attributed to the LRA and are the first signs of the terrorist organization’s ultimate dissolution.

As of March 2017, the dissolving LRA organization was viewed as a diminishing threat with no significant US interest to warrant continued DoD involvement. Operation Observant Compass’ largest supporter in Congress, Senator Jim Inhofe (R-OK), noted the diminished threat and acknowledged the potential for smaller troop levels in the future. Then President-elect Donald Trump’s transition team released a statement which read, "The LRA has never attacked US interests, why do we care? I hear that even the Ugandans are looking to stop searching for him since they no longer view him as a threat, so why do we?" The ultimate fate of Operation Observant Compass remains a mystery but the past six years of involvement still provide valuable insight on the convergence trend.

Analysis

The campaign against Joseph Kony and the LRA is a notable departure from the convergence trend. Two factors curiously accompany the absence of covert action within the campaign. The first is the absence
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of any real political sanctuary for Kony and his followers. The LRA did enjoy sanctuary for a period within Sudan until 2001. The Sudanese had even supported the LRA with weapons and intelligence earlier in the terrorist organization’s history. The Sudanese support for Kony changed when its government agreed to allow Ugandan troops within its borders. This agreement was vital to the UPDF’s Operation Lightning Thunder which displaced some LRA members from their Sudanese sanctuaries. The LRA is primarily on its own now that their physical sanctuary, weapons, and intelligence flow from Sudan have dried up.

In addition to the lack of sanctuary, another curious factor is the limited degree of public support and vital US interests for actions against the LRA. There are no polls to accurately gauge public interest in the LRA, which is telling in its own right. Public interest in the humanitarian crisis may have soared after a YouTube video went viral in 2012 with over 100 million views, but waned once the public moved on to the next humanitarian fad. A Google Trends examination of the #stopKony hashtag revealed peak popularity occurred after the YouTube video but had decreased by 75% in 2016 and has not surfaced as of March 2017. The rare direction from Congress to the Obama Administration to develop a strategy against Kony is another interesting example of limited political will, this time from the executive branch. The legislation to capture or kill Kony resulted from the grassroots lobbying efforts of NGOs in Washington D.C., as opposed to nation-wide interest. Congress directed the Administration develop a strategy against Kony and the LRA in an

astonishing reversal of recent precedent on the use of force. Over much of the past decade-and-a-half, the executive branch has acted unilaterally or has sought Congressional approval in matters of defense. Some journalists, however, have questioned whether the degree of the US response is commensurate with the US interests in the area if there any at all.\textsuperscript{59} Both military leaders and politicians have publicly stated that the LRA poses no threat to core US interests and detracts from other more salient security-related issues.\textsuperscript{60} The limited strategic interest along with the fickle support is noteworthy when considered alongside the absence of covert action.

The minimal public support and US strategic interest, along with the absence of sanctuary for the LRA, are interesting considering the lack of convergence. Limited interest is not surprising considering the politico-military context and the fickle nature of US support for humanitarian crises. While the decapitation strategy to capture or kill Kony has not yet succeeded, the means and ways used by the Obama Administration is telling for those exploring the convergence trend. A response consisting almost wholly of Title 10, DoD forces, to the security-related objectives to a conflict which lacks serious political sanctuary challenges and waning public support holds key insights for the overall analysis of convergence in the Gray Zone.
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Conclusion

Traditional Military Activities become a liability with risky foreign policy choices. Covert action has become the easy button to avoid political backlash.

Anonymous Professional Staff Member

Convergence within the Gray Zone is often discussed in the same breath as legislative or authorities-based restrictions. This thesis has reached a different conclusion: convergence and divergence within the Gray Zone have less to do with contemporary legislative matters than an improved understanding of insights from classical military theory. This conclusion is apparent when one closely examines the relationship between public support and political will. Contrary to popular belief, a scholarly analysis reveals legislation enables USSOCOM to conduct a wide range of Gray Zone activities. Therefore, legislation is not a restriction as expected, but is perhaps better explained through military theory. Each case study, summed in Table 1, reveals convergence and divergence as a product of public support and political will. Convergence and divergence also link to covert and overt effectiveness. As a result, the analysis reveals that convergence within the Gray Zone has more to do with insights about the value of the political object in supporting and sustaining political will, and keeping the Clausewitzian Trinity in balance, rather than expansion of legislation or authorities.

The first reason why legislation has minimal impact on convergence in the Gray Zone is the latitude provided by TMA. As Andru Wall points out, many functions described as covert action could and should fall under TMA.\(^1\) For example, RPA strike operations in Pakistan could be executed under TMA provisions by USSOCOM under the 2001 AUMF, yet they are not. The raid against Bin Laden in Abbottabad also

\(^1\) Wall, “Demystifying the Title 10-Title 50 Debate,” 86.
could have been a wholly USSOCOM operation under the same TMA provisions offered by the AUMF, and again it was not. Finally, the STEP could have been an unacknowledged program under the same TMA exception thanks to the same 2001 AUMF, and yet it again was not. If the Title 10 and 50 legislative split does direct the convergence of military and intelligence activities, what does?

Public support and political will drive convergence and divergence within the Gray Zone. The case studies—summed in Table 1—reinforce the theoretical model in Chapter 3. Each case study links public support to political will, which consists of static ends, dynamic means and ways, and stubborn risks. The adjustment of means and ways—to match political will to popular support—ultimately drive the existence of convergence or divergence. This adjustment of means and ways to produce convergence took center stage during the UW campaign to overthrow the Taliban.

**Table 1: Consolidated Case Studies, Convergence, and Influencers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Taliban Overthrow</th>
<th>STEP</th>
<th>AQSL</th>
<th>C-LRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Support</td>
<td>Polling</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Will</td>
<td>Ends</td>
<td>Remove Taliban Government</td>
<td>Deny ISIL Safe Haven and Build Partner Capacity</td>
<td>Deny, Disrupt, Defeat AQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Means and Ways</td>
<td>Insufficient</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>Insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covert Capacity</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Indirect Russian sponsorship</td>
<td>Pakistani failure to seal border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USSOCOM Success</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s Original Work*

Toppling the Taliban was a prime example of public support and political will laying the groundwork for unprecedented convergence. The nearly unanimous public sentiment favoring action against the Taliban gave way to an expansive AUMF allowing the President to take significant latitude with ends, means, and ways. The President’s stated goal of retribution against al-Qaeda and their Taliban sponsors paired well with
popular support from the American people. Furthermore, the President
coupled capabilities inherent to covert action and capacity inherent to
DoD SOF to conduct a convergent UW campaign. The convergent
campaign thrived after Pakistan removed its support of the Taliban
regime, following the attacks on September 11, 2001. This confluence of
popular support, combined means and ways, and the absence of
sanctuary allowed for a truly convergent UW campaign that produced
shocking success. If the UW campaign in Afghanistan was the poster
child for convergence and success, then the UW campaign 13 years later
in Syria was almost the exact opposite.

The STEP, designed to dislodge ISIL from Syria, was a textbook
case of public support and political will fomenting divergence. The
American public abhorred ISIL, but a majority opposed a training and
equipping program of Syrian fighters to fight ISIL. The limited domestic
support combined with another problem of an indirect political
sanctuary. The Russian influence in Syria forced the Obama
Administration to limit the overt STEP to a minuscule number of
recruits. Conversely, press accounts suggest that a covert program stood
up to accomplish similar objectives as STEP, without openly antagonizing
Syria and its Russian sponsor. The disparate covert and overt means—
due to low public support and the presence of political sanctuary risk—
paralleled one another throughout the campaign. The low recruitment
numbers and dismal battlefield success of the NSF was a key marker of
STEP’s divergence. The lack of popular support, disparate means and
ways resulting in two separate UW campaigns, and a high political
sanctuary risk produced textbook divergence. The overt STEP campaign,
thanks to the weight of divergence, ultimately failed to produce
meaningful success.

CT campaigns experienced similar convergence and divergence
issues but for slightly different reasons. Convergence waxed and waned,
for example, during the 10-year campaign against AQSL. Public support
was strong at the beginning of the campaign, means and ways combined into one effort, and the Taliban sanctuary that AQSL enjoyed was gone, which all produced convergence. This convergence resulted in Mohammed Atef’s death but not Bin Laden’s capture in Tora Bora. The failure to capture or kill Bin Laden in Tora Bora primarily resides with the Pakistani’s failure to seal the border with Afghanistan—an indirect form of sanctuary. Divergence began once AQSL sought refuge in Pakistani cities and the FATA. This divergence should not surprise since public support began to wane and the FATA provided indirect political sanctuary risks to political will. A covert CT program led by the CIA began in Pakistan while USSOCOM’s overt CT campaign continued in Afghanistan. The overt CT campaign consistently failed to achieve success against AQSL while the terrorist organization remained in Pakistani cities and the FATA. This lack of overt CT success due to divergence changed, however, in the 2011 raid to capture Bin Laden. Due to a gap in capacity, the CIA merged its covert operations with DoD CT forces in the form of true convergence, if only temporarily. This convergence derived from high public support for retribution against the most wanted man in the world and some sanctuary. Once again, convergence ebbed and flowed through the AQSL campaign along with public support and political will. In cases of convergence—the strike against Atef and Abbottabad raid—USSOCOM’s activities in the Gray Zone were successful. In cases of divergence—Operations Winter Strike and Valiant Pursuit—USSOCOM’s activities in the Gray Zone were unsuccessful. The ebb and flow of convergence seen in the campaign against AQSL ended with the counter LRA efforts.

The CT campaign to kill or capture Joseph Kony and resolve the LRA-inspired humanitarian crisis was a clear case of divergence. In this case, aside from a sharp spike in social media-inspired public support, there was reduced American political will in spite of no sanctuary risks. The grassroots NGO activism in Washington D.C. and short-lived
YouTube sensationalism were not enough to sustain any serious political will. Kony’s Sudanese-backed sanctuary ended in 2001. Finally, as both military and politicians have commented, the LRA does not fit within any vital or core US interests. Not surprisingly, the CT campaign has been an entirely overtly military operation that has not involved any discernible efforts from the CIA and or achieved its original objective.

So, what directs the convergence of military and intelligence activities in the Gray Zone? The drivers of public support and political will determine the level and success of convergence. Public support—indicated by modern day polling data and election cycles—provides a signal from the people to the government. That signal is received by the government and combines with an analysis of ends, means, ways, and political sanctuary risk to achieve a degree of political will. Through case study analysis, political will drives the convergence and divergence trends and not the limitations of legislative authorities. This revelation from the preceding study leads to two additional observations.

The next observation is the role of political sanctuary in calculations of political will. Irregular opponents naturally seek to offset a greater power’s capabilities to maximize their survival. This offset is a reflection by irregulars to minimize their exposure to superior government resources and combat power. Irregulars limit their exposure through sanctuary. Sanctuary has traditionally conjured up notions of geographic safe havens, largely across a border in a neighboring state. States fighting against irregulars may commit resources but are unwilling or unable to violate another state’s sovereignty to neutralize their irregular opponents. An incapable or unwilling state, sponsored by a greater power, exacerbates the issue of sovereignty and can lead to greater divergence as Chapter 6 suggests. Sanctuary also extends beyond borders and can align itself with identity politics. For example, certain ethnicities, ideologies, or social backgrounds may receive direct or indirect external support from outside countries. Kony’s Acholi-related
support from Sudan in the late 1990s, while he was in the Ugandan jungle and discussed in Chapter 7, is an example of a sanctuary by outside powers along ethnic lines. One may expect Russia in the future to offer similar lines of support to the Russian population in the Baltic States such as Latvia and Estonia. Virtual support by greater powers to irregular belligerents through cyberspace also offers alternatives to traditional support and sanctuary. Information operations in cyberspace, for example, have the potential to provide irregulars with greater access to intelligence and resources like Bitcoin. In the end, the notion of sanctuary has evolved from a strictly geographic consideration to a multi-domain concept and bears further study.

A final observation is the effect irregular belligerents’ actions have upon the state’s trinity. AQSL’s use of sanctuary in the FATA and continued terrorist attacks are examples of how the tension between popular support and political will influences convergence and divergence. Recognizing diminishing or weak popular support may lead to more effective US strategy and decision making. American leaders, should recognize that some modest ends are not worth the means given the risks and the limited popular support. This recognition recalls Edward Luttwak’s warning against interventions in civil wars and other humanitarian crises.\(^2\) The LRA case study is emblematic of a situation in which enormous popular support initially led to poor strategic judgment in terms of commitment of resources. The subsequent commitment of divergent resources from the onset, however, signaled that the Administration rightly forecasted that the public’s passion for the object, based largely on social media, would fade over time. In effect, the relationship between erratic popular support and political will reaffirms the role of strategic vision on the part of National Command Authorities.

and the defense community. This observation, along with the two others, yields two important recommendations for action officers and professional staff members.

The first recommendation concerns action officers within USSOCOM. While SOF may have capability and capacity for certain missions, USSOCOM may not be the most suitable organization due to public expectations and the level of political support. As a result, one must note that the option for covert action rather than USSOCOM’s TMA is likely not due to legislation, though that excuse may be invoked to mask other intentions. The choice to employ other organizations likely stems from fickle public support and potentially high sanctuary risks, which provide policy makers an element of deniability in the event of blowback. The second recommendation concerns Congressional staffers. Staffers must understand that SOF capability and capacity cannot overcome limitations in public support, sanctuary, and strategic interest. As former USSOCOM Commander, GEN Peter Schoomaker, advised, “One must never confuse enthusiasm with capability.” In the end, both action officers and staffers would be better served understanding the implications of military theory than seeking to blame perceived legislative restrictions to the convergence of military and intelligence activities.
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